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ABSTRACT

The purpose or this project is to examine th2

applications of computers in education in the developing

countries in general, and the cost-effectiveness of using

computer-assisted instruction in secondary education in

particulat.

The effectiveness of CAI as a method of instruction

and the cost structure of a CAI .17stem using microcomputers

as the delivery device in a Mexican high school are

discussed. The cost of CAI is estimated and its cost

-effectiveness and feasibility evaluated. The

appropriateness of this new technology to the Third World is

also examined. It is found that CAI is not cost-effective

or feasible for Mexican high schools and its

appropriateness to the Third world countries is also

doubted.
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CI.APTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Problem

Since the first computer-assisted instruction

system was programmed and the first known CAI experiment

conducted by three IBM researchers in New York in 1958

(Matovich,1973), the computer has been used as a means of

instruction in edacation. Recent technological

breakthroughs in computers, especially in the development of

microcomputers, not only reduce the costs but expand the

capability and flexibility of computers with respect to

instructional applications (Toong & Gupta, 1982). k recent

study points out that the cost of computer logic devices is

fa ing at a rate of 25% per year and the cost of computer

memory at the rate of 40% per year. ''rile conputational

spee-1 has incr3ised 13y a factor oC -',-v) in ]7) :'1r-3,

same period, the cost, the energy consunption ill Lei e ,,1 :e

f-. conputer of conparible 2o4er hi:? 1 ecret;,1 by i II:tou

of 10,000 (Toong & Gupta,1982) . With this huge reduction in

price, it is not surprising to see that computers, or CAI

are being used incr_,isinjly in all e',7-?'s of eAu-iti'n

L)coviding individualisl instruction to students in

pri:tically every subject ari, .113 th t o?i, , ,1

12
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documented as effective (Thomas,1979; Edwards et al,

1974 1973). According to one study (Thomas, 1979), it is

predicted that during the 1980s the majority of secondary

schools in the U.S.A. will use computers for some

instructional purposes.

In view of this huge redu7:ion in computer cost and

its increasing use in the developed countries, one wonders

whether computers can be used effectively in education in the

Third World. As d mented by some studies (Jamison &

Leslie, 1980; Arnove,1976), educational technologies like

TV and-radio have been successfully implemented in the

developing countries to help alleviate certain educational

problems. One of them is tl.e continued rise of educational

costs. The purposes of this project is tnus to examine

whether CAI as a new technology which is delivered by

microcomputers can help to reduce the educational costs of

the Third World so that the quantity and quality of

education in these countries may he improved. More

specifically, the cost-effectiveness of the CAI systen,

r?latiJa to th3 traditional method of ins,:rA. , ) 1 .),,

.xamine.3 in secondary education in Mexico. As Lis p:)len

is so ,.:onplex, and hail date, ire not readily 1 il' toto

the writer, this study can only be treated as a prelinivary

one and further researches on this area will haJe to he

.onlucteil in future.

',,,2 Need and Scope of the Study

Althoujh the u.l. of conputot tochloln,ly io L 3

13
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Third World has been examined (U.N.,1973), its application

in the _ducational field is not yet widely documented. As

findings on both the effectiveness and costs of CAI system

in the developed countries are so encouraging, as can be

seen from some recent studies , e.g. Kerr,1977; Thomas,1979;

Levin & Woo, 1980, there is a need to examine whether it is

also cost-effective in the developing countries so that data

can be available to policy makers of these countries before

any decisions with regard to the use of this new technology

in totally different social, economical, political and

cultural settings are math:.

Du to the limitations of the writer's resources- -

in terms of time and availability of data, the scope of thir.

study is necessarily limited. In this paper only

computer-assisted instruction will be discussed, without

examining all other types of computer applications in

education,e.g. computer-managed instruction. Also, the

study will for-us on the use of CAI in secondary education,

mainly because of the writer's own experience ac, a high

school tn?.i:.02r. '40 empirical study aas carcil )at but the

cost-effctiqeness of CAI is exarined using a hypothetical

case baso3 on data drawn fro Mexico.

1.3 Methodology of the Study

The focus of this study is on the

cost-effectiveness of '-ha appli,ation of CAI in t1.-:

levelopinj countries. 7)ue to tne nature of thi pcojoet,

no eapiricil r3ser.th ',1,IS 1.,,_:'21 ,'-'111,-1 '1. Til,' 1,)11,-)Wl11

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



methods were used:

;1) Relevant literature were gathered and

reviewed.

4

(2) A questionnaire was designed and sent to 34

computer manufacturers in tile U.S.A. to solicit information

on their sales of computer software and hardware to the

developing countries for educational purposes.

(3) Personal interviews were cc iducted, the

interviewees being teachers of selected Third world

countries and researchers of organisations who monitor

developmental problems of these countries (e.g. The

International Development Research Centre in Ottawa,

Canada) .

(4) Using data obtained from (1) to (3), cost

components of a CAI system, utilising the microcomputer

as the delivery device in a hypothetical. Mexican secondary

school were estimated. Its cost-effectiveness, compared to

the traditional instructional method was then evaluated.

Its cost feasibility Alas also examined.

1.4 r)efinition of TeLms

There are son key t_frms in this pap.,c thiL 11:i,:e to

defined first. The it : computer;

instruction; and developing countries.

1.4.1 Computer

15
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In this project computer is defined as a device

that "accepts data, performs operations on that data in a

sequence decided by a program and outputs the result"

(Ruggles et al, 1982,pp.64-65) .

1.4.2 CAI and Its Modes

In the literature that the writer has surveyed, CAI

is defined differently by different writers mainly due to

different purposes. Basically they can be grouped as a

broader or narrower definition of CAI.

In the broader sense, CAI is defined as the direct

use of the computer (large-scale computing system, mini- or

micro-computer) for the facilitation of learning -- i.e. the

computer is used to make learning easier and more likely to

occur (Burke,1982,p.16). According to this definition,

there are at least four modes of CAI (Matovich,1973; Coburn

et a1,1982):

(1) Drill & Practice

The most common and best known application of

CAI is drill and practice. In this mole students are

issigna3 by tea2hrs to use the CAI projcals for lcill ill

practice in developinj particular 5"31-; of lisret skills in

oiathematis, r331ng, spellinj or other l)isi,- 3kil' 1::-?13.

(2) Tutorial

In this CAI mole, the conputer instru.7ts the

stiAent in sone 3C,-3IS of ka'iwlija in son2wh3t the sine way

as 1 teiher 40111 in a one-to-one situation. Most tutorial

pcf) jri,:s. r _; ,iO1 2 c A L i , Ai tioi ,i .s .

16



(3) Simulation/Games

In this mocre, the CAI program imitates a real

or imaginary system based on the modeller's theory of the

operation of that sys:_em. Students are thug given

opportunities to play life-like roles and to take part in

the decision making process in realistic settings.

(4) Problem Solving

In this mode, students generate their own

problems through the computer and provide their own answers

with the aids of the computer.

For the narrower definition, CAI is defined as such

only when the computer presents the materials, guides,

directs and tests the student throughout the learning

process. Based on this definition, only drill and practice,

which is designed to assist the student in maintaining and

mastering a skill, and tutorial, which is designed to assist

the student in acquiring a skill would be included

(Matovich,1973; Doerr,1979).

From the survey of literature, it seens tbat most

of the writers use CAT in .1, ,r() tier sense in.] in t'lls

project CAI will be taken to refe- to the brou,ler 3Finitl )l
shied includes the four nol:,s of instruction thit 40 hiv

just discussed.

1.4.3 Developing Country

When we 1:)out r,for

about one hunclre(1 nati)n-3 ir ,1)or in '101.'y

1,',:or(Iing to a c,?:,?.fi'c. ()31), j. :op.13

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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countries include all countries in Central and South

America, Africa (except South Africa), Asia (except Japan

and the Asian republics of U.S.S.R.) and lands in the

Pacific Ocean (except Australia and New Zealand). The

average annual per capita income of these countries ranges

from U.S.$100 to $600, but the most typical is about $100.

These countries are characteristered by the

predominance of an agricultural sector and the

underdevelopment of the manufacturing and service

industries, high population growth rate, high illiteracy

rate and at least 20% of the economically active male

population are unemployed, and a much higher percentage

underemp]oyed. On the whole, the developing countries lag

far behind in all aspects of social and economic development

than the developed ones. In this paper, developing

countries, developing nations and Third World are used

interchangably.

1.5 Organisation of this Paper

This project is divided into ei,jht chipters. In

following chapter a framework of WiAhr -;1

nsel in secondary schools is discussed. Chapter is n

ir_4 of literature on the cost-effectiveness of in -1.

developed countries. A general description of some

elucational problems in the Third World, with specific

:2F.rence to aducationil poverty will 1)e attempted in 'i:h

1)11owing chapter. In chapter five the applications of

)1put L'1? 3e Jel 3 CO U,1 r ?-3 llll b? 1 i 3,0 ; ; 1;
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this is followed by a cost estimation of a CAI system as ,

used in a Mexican secondary school in chapter six. A

discussion of the appropriateness of CAI in the developing

countries comprises chapter seven, while the last

chapter summarizes the whole project and draws

conclusions. A few recommendations are then made.



CHAPTER 2

SHOULD CAI BE USED IN SCHOOLS?

A FRAMEWORK FOR DISCUSSION

2.1 Introduction

During the past ten years, different CAI modes

(drill and practice, tutorial, simulation and problem

solving) have increasingly been used in education in the

developed countries . However, the increasing use cf

computer doesn't mean that it can be justified on

economic or instructional grounds. Also, it does not

imply that CAI can be used effectively by teachers.

Disappointed by the misuse of computers, Papart & Solomon

(1972) wrote," How strange, then, that computers in

education should so often reduce to using bright new gadgets

to teach the same old stuff in thinly disguisei versions of

the sane old way." In vlew of this, I would like to liscGss

'orieEly .4hy ancl in flit 'ir:unstances CAI should or

shooll not be 1.152(1 in schools. A frynework for exanininj

the use of coqlpaters in education is discussed here eLore a

literature review of the cost-effectiveness of CAI is

attenptel in th? next ch3pter.

7n discossing whether roxiouters snould be used in

ih?rier (1977) sugjcst thit we

exinin3 th F)1' lj Fictori:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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(a) Whetner the use of computer for instruction is

essential and there is no other competitive method for

accomplishing the same results.

(b) Whether the computer has certain unique

characteristics which can provide important instructional

capabilities and

(c) Whether the computer is simply the most

economical way to perform instruction which may be done

equally well by other methods.

Only after we have carefully evaluated these three

factors can a decision on whether CAI should be used in

schools can be made. The following three secticns discuss

these three factors in more detail while in the next chapter

empirical research findings will be reviewed which provide

concrete support as to whether CAI should be adopted.

2.2 Factor One: Is CAI Essential for Instruction?

There is no doubt tb_at the computer is essential

to .lucation in certain areas of studiLs. When the

-onputer its?lf is a subject of study (e.A. the evelopnent

of 3ut-)1a.c?1 system, projram.nin*2 ;Inguaje etc.) ur w'1 ,n

is 13-_-)1 as a tool (e.g. for the tianuipulitii.1 of 11-,1

aloont of data in statistical analysis) , ls suip,s1_, i 1)

Taylor (1980) , the use of the computer is essential and there

is really no other substitutes.

The simulation node of Ci1/2I, i.n. to? si,al o 101

of reality is also Inign f-o 7'\I 111 h11 '7,.-) 1-1, 1)

-3 i5sL i i:Ilt. 'S. S'] 'h 1 si iul .; HI , ; ;; 1: [ i'

21
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to instruct students about a real system or about real

world phenomena which are unavailable by other means,

e.g. the training of pilots or nuclear power operators.

Also, computer simulation of science experiments can

provi -le learning experiences that might not otherwise

be available because of such factors as safety, equipment

cost or availability, prohibitive set-up time or simply

inconvenience (Milner & Wildberger,1977).

2.3 ractor Two: Does CAI have Unique Instructional

Capabilitis?

Computers may be essential for learning a certain

skills and in certain levels of education. However, at the

secondary level, it may not be essential. Although not

essential, it provides yet certain unique and intangible

benefits to instruction which can not be provided by other

methods of instruction (Hickey,1968; Carnegie Commission on

Higher Education,1972; Matovich,1973; Milner &

Wildberger,1977; Rahmlow,1978; Doerr,1979) .

The sinjle 'lost p)werful r?Elson for the use of

colput3c in :::1? LDc,mcess is its 23tentill to

Tnii:iclualisin,j is male possible

because of the bne-to-on3 interi2tion between the ,:onputer

and the student. Because of this, subject matter and the

level of difficulty can he tiiiore,1 to the unique learninj

needs of indiviul 13arners. 1' so, since the sf'hool

Iliinistration is not t'onst:riin'c>1 by a

irl] courseware is 0)12 )C

22
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by teachers, CAI offers a richer variety of courses fur

students to choose. Each student therefore can follow a

course of study at the pace indicated by his own ability.

This can eliminate the common classroom phenomeon where the

slower students cannot catch up while the faster students

have to wait and waste their time doing nothing in the

classroom.

According to Milner & Wiidberger (1977), an

important characteristics of any individualised

instructional system is its responsiveness. Due to the

flexibility in instructional procedure, the CAI can have

complex multi-level branching to remedial or advanced

instruction based on student's performance, which is only

made possible by the use of computers. Also, when working with

the computer, student has the sensation of full

attention from a tutor which is never impatient and never

fails to answer him.

-iother unique benefit of :AI is that it may permit

students to art as teachers 3n3 as explori,rs of knowledge,

?so2211y :1 t:13 pr)blem solvinj ,1)1 of iistro7tion.

Jr' this mo'e, '3tu3 2nts can us.-, t,aeir owa ways to tackle

problens th?y have generatod for ,:hosel,:es in..] with

methodologies that they invent for themselves. For example,

problem solvin3 by osin3 the Loo projranming langoljo may

encourage students to think, ,rreat., and exprss their 041

ileas (P9pert,l130). "%crorlia;

(1977), computing is 1 11); 1

23
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ideas because it provides immediate feedback of problem

solving efforts, a precise language expressing problem

solving processes and new forms of expressions for old and

new ideas.

Geographic flexibility of CA1 is also a benefit to

students since they can learn at remote locations. With

the large computing systems, students can also have access

to experts through the systems that they could not normally

interact with previously. Also, validated materials produced by

master teachers can be available to students which may then

improve the quality of instruction (Rahmlow,1978).

The unique capabilities of CAI that we have just

discussed all provide benefits to students. As for

teachers, there are also some advantages. By assigning

students to computer terminals where they can have drill and

practice or tutorial lessons, a great deal of trouble of

repetition for the teacher is taken away. Also, there is

more time for teacher-student contact. The text-editing

,3f th? -(inputr a' 4l 3 l th tacher t-o

ind update 11 S y

easily, thus encourijiag chilles of actoll

Is-el for instruction. Als) Lo 15tr u. lion

the record keeping capabili',:.y of certain computers

which allows teachers Lo 1,?p tri-k of

progress of their students so nit.

i :1S 11 or) 7 an be provi f,) r lni,)r,) 17

Although CAT hi; 1 1 1 i )11
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capabilities, one has to be reminded that there are soxie

limitations to using it in education.

It is argued by Rahmlow (1978) that students may

have a feeling of isolation when they have to work with the

terminals alone. If the educational objective of the

school/educational system is to enhance students'

inter-personal relationship on a faceto-face basis,

individualised computer -bayed education would not be a

good method of instruction.

Another limitation of using computer in

instruction, which is really not unique to it, is the

problem of malfunction. The breakdown either of the system,

or the communication links between the computer and the

terminals can be very frustrating and repair very time

consuming. However , this inconvenience will 1), niuimis,,,I

when microcomputers are used to deliver -he CAI since they

are all stand alone computers; a breakdown of one will not

affect the others.

Finally, CMT pr)1c,F14 v , 1) 'lly L) A

11,riol of tailinj is relli-,1 i '1

progcam. The proluction of -;,,In; -; -I! ,1 '1' 1 it

r2luires expertise in the ,;11.32 ,-i. II:, ,r i 1 i

programming, or else the ,:omputer will inpl Al

?le,7troni,..7 'paje-turn,?r' olly. It It- 1.1,s 1 '',. VI .' il

(1375) that CAI is will_ so lifil 'Ilt to 111 1,. '\.

because th harlwir? ull ,-;0Etalto In;t

') 3'2:1USC3 t'l 3 -7()1( -3 341 r,2 11;1: 1)o -,,,n;), 1 , i
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achieve a thoroughly dependable and effective 'teaching

system', no: just a 'computing system' (p.475).

On balance, the limitations of CAI are far

out-weighed by the benefits, which are really unique to he

computer. We will provide some empirical evidence on the

benefits of CAI in the learning process in the next chapter

2.4 Factor Three: Is CAI Cost-Effective?

Even if CAI is essential in the learning of certain

skills, or it provides ce:tain unique benefits to

instruction in secondary citirPtion, we still have to examine

its costeffectiveness before de7iding whether to use it or

not. Cost effectiveness is a relative term. When we measure

the cost-effectiveness of the CAI, we have to measure the

change in its desired output (e.g. in terms of achievement,

enrolment,etc.) and its cost and compare this with the same

variables of other methods of instructions -- be it

traditional, TV, radio,etc.(Carnoy,1976). Expressed is an

equation, the comparison could be written as:

Out,2uL (CAI) > Output (Other '12thol of7

Instru,:ti,,n)

Cost (CAI) < Cosy (Oth,r '1,11)3 of

Instru:tioll)

Whether CAI could be adopted on economic jrounis depends

on the -oat /output ratios of thos tao 1,'.h)1-4 ., r

113tru:tion. If the CAI ratio is jr:21toc, i ,in I ;),_

Fr,)11 nis (.1,1-iLiorl v:s. c1
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,effectiveness of the mete is of instructions have to he

meas,'red, which is in fact very difficult to quantify,

but the costs of the methods have to be calculated. In this

paper, instead of trying to quantify the effectiveness of

each method of instruction, we try only to examine whether

CAI is more or is less effective than the traditional method

of instruction and pay more attention to the computation of

the cost of a CAI system. In this section, we would like

to outline the most important factors that we have to

consider in measuring the cost of a CAI system. A

detailed breakdown and computation of the system will be

found in chapter six.

As suggested '--- Austin (1975) and Kearsley (1977) ,

when we try to examine the cost of a CAI system, the

following factors have to be considered:

(1) Firstly we have to consider the type of CAI

system involved because different type of CAI

system will have different cost coqiponents. At l?r,s-nt

t: ?re ar- three types of CAI systems:

(a) The first orir is large s al ')1)1,

system. There is :, time shared CPJ (Central Prc),,,,-;-;i1,:

7Jnit) with a large number of remotely localll termiail ;, it

is like a utility in that all computers and systeiis

progrimming operations are lanajed ac a ,::?ntr-il Fi,'ility iii

both the students and inscru:'tors see only th.e totlioils.

(I)) The second one is th? tii?-s'iird tiiii-ol)ut ,r

3,-;:n s--;,(vii-13 only a stall lai')?t- )r 'o 'II - iialls. rl,
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instructional materials and courseware are therefore mainly

locally produced.

(c) The last one is the stand alone mini- or

micro-comnuter (processor) serving a single student at a

time.

(2) Besides the types of computer systems used, we

also have to examine the types and levels of students that

the CAI system is going tc serve. The types of students may

include professionals like 3.,wyers or doctors who have to

upgrade their skills and update their knowledge; adult

learners foL vocational training or disadvantaged students

like deaf, blind or mentally retarded. The levels of

education may range from elementary to adult education.

(3) The third factor that we have to consider is

the type of instruction that the CAI system provides. In

other words, whether the CAI is used for mainline or

adjunct instructions. As mainline instruction, the CAI

replaces the existing nethod of instrw-t-ion and therefore

represents a r?placement cost. But as iljunt instru.tiol,

it only serv3s is ';Ippinent or elrichnt poip)Go;

the cost repres,nts un a11-on cost. Thus the costs or th,

I will. 'Tary, depen3ing on the type oC insLra-Lion.

(4) The instructional quality ini complexity of the

CAI will Ili-) affect costs. Courses whi,-h involve xt._?o:-,ive

0 r . ,3 1L0'1 i 70 100 r) ntS, Ii 11 r ?1 Ch n,.?ot

2 . 1 1 1 1 : i 1 3v7 ;3 0 F F ty or -3 1

i 7 r 1 ) r"
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time anu therefore will affect the cost. Thus, we have to

take the mode of instruction into consideration when we

examine the cost. Generally speaking, CAI programs of

'-' *_ill and practice and tutorial need less programming time

than simulation or problem solving modes and therefore are

less costly.

(5) Finally, the number of students using the CAI

programs i3 also a factor that one has to consider in

examining the cost structure of a CAI system. If

sufficiently large number of students use the same program,

then economies of scale may result.

The above five factors are only general guidelines

used to evaluate the costs of a CAI system. Detailed cost

breakdowns and the computation of cost components of CAI

will be attempted in Chapter six while some empirical

studies on the cost-effectiveness of CAI in the developed

countries will be reviewed in the following chapter.

2.5 Summary

In this chaptr I have tri.,1 to pro,.il? 1 (7f1-1,-.?work

which nay facilitat the aiscussibu Ch' .1L1)1

computer in elacation. Before aeciaing wh,?th,- ,.;001,1

be usea in schools, we have to consider thL-,

These factors are (1) whether is is ass2ntial to us2 CAI for

instruction ,(2) ;bother CAI is unive an :?ffe,tive For the

subject areas aner our consiaerltion and (3) ,I1,th,r LL t;

)st-ef fectiveness Onl y qi th e..s.r a lei- 11 i

First t..lo factors will '-1-?. -oqp11--r Tiot be

29
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schools. An examination of the third one would provide us

with an idea of whether CAI can be justified on economic

grounds, which is crucial, especially for those countries

which are lack of funds.

30
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CHAPTER 3

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

3.1 Introduction

In the last chapter we pointed out that we had to

examine the effectiveness and the costs --)f a CAI system

before deciding whether it could be used in schools. In

this chapter empirical studies relating to these two areas

are reviewed.

3.2 Methodology of Review of Literature

In the survey of related literature, two areas were

identified. One was the effectiveness of CAI, it terms of

students' achievement and reduction of learning time and the

other one was cost. An ERIC computer search was carried out

in September 1982 on the application of computers in

elucation in the Third World. Only three articles were

identified, but none of these had any sp?cific refer to

the .:.ost-?Ef2,!tiv?less of CAI. An 'INC (Intornatioli1

Developlient Res3irch C2ntre) computer seicch (on UNESCO anl

BIt3LIOL files) was cacrifl out in January 1933 in Octawa but

the result was also very disappointing. The writer

th2rofore his ,7ohclude that either no enpiri-il cosear,-h

has been -onlocted in this area or the res?arch findings are

hot 2,11-)1i 111 r" 1,)t to th-? 4riter.

"3 1 1 ) 1 1 t r t '.1"; [ )
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developing nations were identified, what follows is only a

review of the cost-effectiveness of CAI in secondary

education in developed countries only. The identification

of relevart literature was pursued in the following ways:

(a) Two ERIC indices--CIJE (Current Index to

Journals in Education) and RIE (Resource in Education Index)

between 1978 and 1983 were searched and all relevant articles

were identified.

(b) A number of journals which normally contain

research or articles related to computer in education,e.g.

The AKA Journal, Educational Technology in the past five

years were completely reviewed.

(c) A nt-mber of studies which reviewed resea-ch

findings on these two areas were identified. Some of the

research studies quoted in these review articles were

further reviewed by the writer. The present review of the

effectiveness of CAI 1,ummarizes the findings from the

following review articles: Hickey,1968; Suppes &

Mornin?star,1969; Matovich,1973; Edwards, Norton, Taylor,

Van Dusseldorp & Weiss, 1974, 1975; McDouga11,1975;

Stakc,..-nas & Kaufman,1977; Thomas,1979; and Dence,1980.

(r3) As for the costs of CAI, only those studies

which are relevant to the present study are reviewed here.

3.3 Effectiveness of CAI

3.3.1 Achievements

3.3.1.1 CAI as _Supplementary _Instruction

Studies on the efrectieness of CAI, in t,rn,--; of
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students' achievements in secondary education prior to 1970

were reviewed by Suppes & Morningstar (1969) and subsequent

reviews of research were carried out by Jamison, Suppes &

Wells (1974), Edwards, Norton, Taylor, Weiss & Van

Dusseldorp (1975) and Thomas (1979). Most of these studies

showed that students exposed to supplementazy instruction

through CAI performed at a higher level than those students

not so exposed. Table 1 summarises these findings from 1972

to 1981.

As shown in fable 1, the data on achievement was

very encouraging. Of the total 14 studies reviewed, the

majority showed that students receiving CAI achieved more

than non-CAI students. In some cases, the results wera

quite remarkable. For example, in a research conducted by

Broderick(1973) in London, the performance of students

taught Biology by a teacher using CAI was compared with that

of students taught by the same teacher without the aid of

CAI. 440 students from seven secondary and grammar schools

participated in this study which llstel for seven weeks.

Pretest and posttest were al.niniser?i. IL was found that

CAI students of all abil'ty levels gained higher scores on the

posttest than comparable non-CAI students. For exaliple, the

average gain for girls of the CAI groups was 13.97 points in

the raw score while the non-CAI girls )nly gained 6.88

points. The gain of the CAI group was st,itistically

significant.

In other subject ar_?as anl for ,liffer,nt- jr,),11,1,-; of
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Table 1: Studies that involved CAI as a Supplement to

Traditional Instruction in Secondary Education,1972-81

Study Year Mode Subject

Dunn 1972 Tutorial Algebra

D & P

Tayl pr, Hansen 1972 D & P Math

& Drown

Broderick 1973 Tutorial Biology

1974

Fitzerald 1974 Tutorial Reading

Johnson 1974 Tutorial Math

Hughes 1974 Simulation Physics

Morgan & 1974 D & P Algebra

Richardson

Bukoski & 1975 D & P Math

Korotkin

Fricke 1976 D & P Math.,Reading

Wolcott 3976 Tutorial Typing

Toggenburgh & 1977 D & P Math.,ReaIing

McDaniel F,alguage arts

Miller & 1917 Simulation Careers

Randolph

Wright 1977 D & P Math

Poore et al 1931 Tutorial Basic Skill

J 4 P Math

Note:

Result*

+

+

+

a "+" sign inlicates that the students receiving CAI

arhi?vel note thin 11.)1-1',4I stli,nts. 1\ "-" siin indicatos

that ;:h ..! students i r1 )1 ..., i i fl C 1 T 1 Li 1 0 .; -3 .4 11 1 , 411 i 1 c? 3n
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learners, the effectiveness of the CAI was also documented.

Fricke (1975) used the Computer Clrriculum Corporation's

drill and practice programs in Mathematics and Reading

in a school of the deaf in Pensyliania in 1975.

The CCC is an outgrowth of work done at the Stanford

University in the mid-60s where programs in the areas of

mathematics, reading and the language arts are being

developed. With an average spe-ding of 1.7 hours per week

for a school year (175 days), the middle school studerts

achieved an average 1.3 and 0.4 grade level gains in

Mathematics and Reading, respectively. High school studerts

showed a 1.1 grade level gain in Mathematics and a 1.3

average grade level gain in Reading.

In another study (Miller & Randolph, 1977) sixty

nine-grade students in a junior high school in Missouri

participated in a study designed to investigate the

effectiveness and feasibility of the utilisation of a

computer-based simulation approach in the presentation of

occupational information. Compared with the non-simulation

treatment, the mean scores for tha group which experienced

the CAI simulation lessons were significantly higher on

cognitive ,chievement and occupational awareness (at 0.05

significant level).

CAI is also effective in rene3iation. In the study

conducted by Poore et al.(1931), the PLATO Basic Skills

Mithenatics Lessons were us?1 in .7:Ir'-? Illjh s,-hools in

Florida for renediation. The P7,\P) is an insLro,7tional
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curriculum developed by the Control data Corporation to

enable functionally illiterates to achieve eighth-grade

level of competence in reading, mathematics and language

skills. A total of 236 grades 10-12 students who failed in

the Florida Statewide Assessment Test were chosen to

participate in this study. Pretest and posttest were

administered, using the Level II (Form A) of the Adalt Basic

Learning Exam to determine the gains from these CAI

programs. After spending an average of 20 hours in the

CAI-mathematics lessons, the gain of the median scores for

all students was 1.5 grade equivalents. For students

completing the entire curriculum, i.e., after spending 22

:sours in the mathematics lessons, they gained 2.4 grade

equivalents. The result was quite remarkable.

From these studies, we can see that in ijeneral,

CAT is at least as, if not more effective than the

traditional method of instruction when it is used as a

supplement.

3.3.1.2 CAT as a Substitute for Traditional Instruction

Fewer studies were conducted to examine whether

CAI is as effective as the traditional nethol of instruction

when it is used as a substitute. The results obtriined were

inconclusive. Although as can be seen from Table 2,

which sunnariss studif3s that involved CAI as :;obstitute

for traditional instruction from 1966 to 1974, CAI was

as (?Efti,.7.? is trilitinil instra-tion ' )(CI cy

leJ21, at other lefals of education, -4t .1.13
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Table 2: Studies that invloved CAI as a Substitute

for Tradit'onal

Study Year

Instruction,1966-74

Mode Subject Result

Johnson 1966 Problem Math =

^olving

Diamond 1969 Mixed Biology,Reading +

Cole 1971 D & P General Math +

Katz 1971 Problem Math +,-

Solving

Morgan 1972 Tutorial Algebra +

r,unetta 1973 Simulation nysics +

11311; 1174 Sinulatinn P'lysi.-;
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college levels, the results were less positive (2dward

et al., 1975; Thomas, 1979).

A study was conducted in four Philadelphia high

schools by Diamond in 1969. In this study CAI in Biology

and Developmental Reading was administered. The achievement

oc the CAI students was compared with students in

traditionally instructed classes by using standardised

tests, it was found out that in reading, the CAI classes

performed significantly better (at 0.01 level) than the

non-CAI classes. However, there was no significant

difference between these two groups in biology. This was

attributed to computer down-time and a lack of sufficient

content validity in the standardised biology test. The

difference in achievement between the CAI and non-CAI

students was not attributed to the difference in ability or

in teacher effectiveness since these two factors were

controlled.

In a project called REFLECT developed by the

Montganery County P111-)ii,s Sch)ols System in '13ryland, U.S.A.,

the effectiveness of CAI as a sobstitute L traditional

instruction was st1A131 & Richarison, 1972) . In

this semester-long study, it was reported Lhat students

using the algebra CAI tutorial projram for reneaiation,

41thout the assistance of th?. .1.7hie71

significantly higher scores on sLanlardisel tests than those

lon-CU stnients.

Lonatta & Bli,7k(1973) c)virol 1-`.tifeness of
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CAI simulation in teaching force and motion in physics with

traditional methods where students interacted with their

teachers and with real laboratory materials or film loops.

146 students with similar academic and socio-economic

backgrounds were chosen from five public high schools in

Massachusetts and Connecticut. The CAI students spent 1

hour and 40 minutes at the computer terminals while the

non-CAI students spent 6 to 11 fifty-minute periods in the

unit, approximately 8.3 times as long in instruction time as

the CAI group. Pretest and posttest with multi-choice items

were administered. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was

conducted on the pretest-posttest scores for these groups.

It was found out that learning was significantly greater for

students studying the concepts through computer simulation

dialogs than the other groups.

Besides the studies that we have just reviewed,

many educators support the application of the CAI in

education because of its effectiveness. For example,

Jamison et al.(1974, p.55) 7oncludel after ,7onparing th:?

effectiveness of CAI, projra,nnel instruction and tole:ision

with traditional instruction that" CAI is about as _,f1,--tive

as TI [traditional instruction] when used as a

replacement..." Thomas (1979, p.106), after reviewing

studies between 1974-1979, also -) :lulled that " it CI-

secondary level the students hi'a shown higher ichinent

sores whether neisurel by telH12r-lale 'S', ) r . )

predicted versus actual s,-,.?r:c.i Jsinj r,?jc,?331 ,n ini, 3
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methods." Other studies and reviews also conclude that CAI

in secondary level is as equal or better than traditional

method, in terms of student achievement. These studies

include Fletcher, Suppes & Jamison (1972), Roberts (1976),

and Dunkin (1977) .

3.3.2 Reduction of Time for Learning

From the reviews of literature that were undertaken

by Edwards et al (1974,1975) and Thomas (1979;, it was clear

that CAI study reduced the time required for a student to

complete a unit of study. According to Thomas (19, this

is likely to be true since in the traditional method of

instruction, students have to speed a higher percentage of

'clock' time actually attendng to learning, waiting to be

called on, and reviewing aleady learned material in a group

setting. The studies reviewed by Edwards et al an3 Thomas

are summarised in Table 3.

3.4 Cost of CAI

So far from what we have reviewed, it seams that

CAI is effective in terms of higher achievement and a

shorter leir-.ing time for students. In this section, we

would like to review studies relatinj to the costs of CAI,

to see whether it is economical to use it in classrooms in

high schools. A discussion of costs for computer applications

in elucation is complex due to the rict that a variety of

factors have to be taken into account which -Ire not yet

ijreel U7 )n by researchers. n1.? th 'omputation

uf average cost of CAI, a useful 7iciible in ?ximininj the
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Table 3: Time required for Students to Learn

through CAI compared with Traditional Method

of Instruction in Secondary Schoo1,1973-77

Study Year Subject Result*

Lunetta 1973 Physics

Hughes 1974 Prograr for the =

Deaf

Solomon 1974 Accounting

Goodson 1975 Math

Wolcott 1976 T} ping

Bachor :976 Math

Diedrick & 1977 Ignition

Thomas Problems

Note :* an "-" sign indicates less tine was re:Inir.A by CAI

students, while an "=" sign illii-3t, ?s the sine tin? - ,,mired

by both CAI and non-CAI students.
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cost-effectiveness of CAI. So far the camputation of the

average cost, say, the cost per stuCant cantor'. hour, is not

based on a common formula. Some course components, e.g.

the development of courseware, the management of the

computing room, etc. may or ma: not 'Je included in the

calculation of costs in these studies. Thus, we have to be

very careful in examining the results of these studies.

There are some review articles on the costs of CAI which may

be of interest to the reader. They are: Jamison, Suppes &

Butler,1970; Jamison, Suppes & Wells,1974; Stakenas &

Kaufman,1977 and Thomas,1979.

Some of the studies reviewed by the writer only

examined the costs of CAI, without comparing it with the

costs of traditional method of instruction. Due Lo the

difference in the computation of costs, these data may not

be compatible. For example, Fricke (1976) reported

thPt the cost per student contact hour was estimated

to be $3.80, when CAI programs on reading, mathematics

ini languaje arts w?re used. But lsing similar

niterials (which were also proluced by Conpt-L Curriculum

Corporaion), Atkinson (1974) estimatel the cost at only

:',0.55 per day.

There were some studies which condared the costs of

CAI wi:h traditional method of Ator r,riewing

sone studies (Alle1,2973; Morgan,1969; 111 ;lt.,;)1,1972) on

this =It::%?his ';11f.11an (1975 1.)t

cohsilec,21 to l)e covetiti\u-, Slt.zor

42
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Stakenas & Kauf:nan,1975) also reported that the only

potential for the CAI to bL cost-effectiveness was in higher

education. It was also reported by Butman (1973) that CAI

would only be cost-effectiveness in some high cost areas,

for example, in special education or professional

development programmes.

However, all these studies were carried out at

least ten years ago. In view of the drastic reduction in

the costs of computer hardware and sof`ware in recent yea!:s,

these research findings may not be valid now. For example,

Fricke (1976) showed that the total cost of a CAI system

projected for five years in a high school for the deaf in

Pennsylvania was estimated to be at U.S.$180,000. Based on

the first year's average of 1.7 hour of use per student per

week, the average cost per student hour was $3.80. It was

considered to be cost-effective compared to traditional

instruction since the salaries of teacher aide ill the State

were $5.08 per hour in i975.

With the increasing nlnber of studen,-4 il;iii

CAI in s-:hools, the cost can be greatly relucel. ';e1

(1977) compared the cost of PLATO and TIccIr -;ysl ,,; Ill

found that they were $0.34 -$0.68 and $0.36 p-?r student

contact hour, respectively. The computation wis based on

L'1?. issunption nit there were 4,000 terminal, 11 )p.rition

tine of 2,000 hours per --2'Ic and a 5-year lie ,.pectancy of

'onputer hardwir,-. If th. lumber of user; 1r,1;,1 'co

500, tnen thi.-; cost would increise by a factor if ,3.
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A study conducted by Stanford University in 1977-78

on the effectiveness of CAI for culturally disadvantaged

children in the Los Angeles School District showed that CAI

was a cost feasible technology in that school district.

With an ainual total cost of $136 per student for a daily

session of 10 minutes, the cost was within the budget limit

set by the U.S. government (Levin & Woo,1980).

All the above mentioned studies focused on

minicomputer or large-scale competing system as the delivery

system of CAI in scl-)ols. What we are more interested is

the cost-effectiveness of the microcomputer. A recent

study (Kester,1982) showed that the use G.e microcomputer

assisted basic skills instruction was economically viable

for students of a communitl college in a depressed area in

the U.S.A. The study exal,oled the relative costs of

computer - assisted 11d regular faculty instruction in basic

skills. The con.:lusio' was that over a 5 year period,

significant savirjs could be made through the use of CAI.

The potential for a cost-effective qiicro-

computer-assist,d instruction system was 'Tientionei in

other studies. In a less well-do:umented study, Doerr

(1979) stated that instructional computing using

microconputers could be delivered fcr rou(J'y U.S.$0.18 per

student hour, ,oased on six hours of use per day through a 130

day school year for an est'lated five yl'ar useful life of

th '11r1/1.:-?.

Alth)ujh up L now whener CAI l' ,-ost f'fF,?ctive is
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still a very controversial issue in the educational field,

many developed countries, besides U.S.A., have already made

the move of promoting its use in secondary and elementary

schools, especially with microcomputers. It seems that the

reason is sometimes more a political than an educational

or economical one (Kearsley,1977). According to Bras (1980,

as quoted from Ruggles et a1,1982), there is a project in

France entitled "The 10,000 Microcomputer. Experiment" in

which all Lycees in France w.11 be equipped with

microcomputers by 1986. In Canada, certain provinces are

establishing major programmes for the use of microcomputers

in the classrooms. For example, the Education Department of

Alberta has plans to order a minimum of 1,000 microcomputers

while a recent survey by TV Ontario shows that there are

already 4,300 microcomputers in the school system. TV

Ontario is also pli.nning to organise microcomputer workshops

so that 10,000 educators (approximately 10% of the teaching

force) ii Ontario can participate to learn how to use

microconputers in tea' classroons Ou39les et 11,1(Ml). As

more and more developA countries use nicroconpatrs in

education, the costs of hardwire and software will Elrther

be reduced. Actually, oven nowadays, the cost of a

microcomputer is more or less the same as a color TV, a cost

that can hardly :De 1,2,'-L- '; too expensive in th,

leveloped countries.

3.5 Summary

In this chtot.r 4

45
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studies relating 10 the cost And effectiveness of CAI as a

means of instruction. We found that there is ample

empirical support for the effectiveness of CAI, in terms of

higher achievements For students receiving CAI and a

reduction of learning time. With regard to cost, since

there is still much confusion in the methodologies of cost

computing, the research findings reviewed were highly

case-specific and no general conclusion can be drawn.

However, it is evident that the cost cf CAI is declining and

there is a great potential fog its use in secondary schools,

at least in developed countries.
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CHAPTER 4

EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS IN THE THIRD WORLD

4.1 Introduction

The underdevelopment of the educational system in

the Third world has been documented in many studies

(Buchanan,1975; Phillips,1975). One of the educational

problems that deserves our special attention is the large

scale educational poverty found at the primary and secondary

levels of education which is causing an .ncreasing number

of adult illiterates in the Third World iu the 1980s. This

problem is partly due to the economic poverty of these

countries and partly to the rising educational costs

especially in the past ten years. Since recent studies

(Jamison & Leslie,1980; Carnoy,1976) have documented that

the use of some educational technologies like TV ar radio

can help to reduce educational costs, 4a would li t)
whether the use of CAI in these countries (arl ha\.e 31 niT lc

_Efect. Before we discuss the cost-effectiveness oE CAI in

chapter six, a brief discussion of a few related e3ucational

problems in the developing counri.es may provide us a better

nflerstalling of these problems and the c-ontext in 4.1i '11 CAI

nay be used.

1,2 The Problem of Illiteracy

The educational poverty of the Third WJrld is

4 7
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reflected' in the increasing number of illitc ,-.-es in these

countries. Before we examine the problem of illiteracy in

the Third world, we have to make clear what being an

illiterate person means. Different countries have different

definitions illiteracy. In some developing countries, a

person who cannot read the letters of the alphabet may be

called illiterate, but in the developed countries, auyon

who is" incapable of completeing a complicated questionnaire

or if assimilating written instructions containing technical

language " is regarded Fhs a functional illiterate

(Lestage,1N)2,p.5). In this paper we will adopt the recent

UNESCO (1979) defir .on which defines that a person is

functionally illiterate " who cannot engage in all those

a, ities in which lite-acy is required for effective

furctioning of his group and community and also for enabling

him to continue to use reading, writing and calculation for

his own and the community's development." (p.18)

The problem of illiteracy continues to be a serious

problem in tie Third Wor13 in the 1980s. Ac..-orlinj to tl-

UNESCO (1982) , the Ault illiterates (define3 as 15 yirs

old and above) in le2loping countriS accountel for 41.2;

of :he adult population in 1980, whereas in the levolopA

countries only 2.1% of their populatifn were illiterate, as

can be 5-?,-m F:-o1 Table 4 . From this table w,:, ,'In 11 so s?

that C-1- Llroblein of illiteracy is most socious il V.riu-a.

'Aordinj to the 5 I fl ').) 212'.)1i-1

UNESCO in 113:?,th? 12vol(Jpel countri) :11,:e
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Table 4: Illiterates aged 15 and above in the World,1980

Region Population

(aged 15 and above,in m.)

% of Illiterate

World 2,818 28.9

Developed 888 2.1

Developing 1,930 41.2

Africa 70.6

Asia 43.6

Latin America 28.1

source: Lestage,1982

4f)
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pzactically solve3 all the problems of schooling at the

primary level (first level), and sc illiteracy in these

countries has virtually disappeared in the age group 15-19.

But for the developing countries, illiteracy will still last

for a long time because it is only in the last 30 years,

or even since their independence after the second world war

that compulsory primary education has been actually insisted

upon. Indeed, according to a report (Phillips,1975)

submitted to the 1974 World Population Conference, it was

estimated that by 1985 the developing regions would only be

slightly nearer to universal education for children aged 6

to 11 than they were in 1970. In order co have universal

education by 1985, these countries would have to treble the

average annual enrolment increase attained during the 1960s,

which is obviously impossible. Thus, it is estimated that

by the end of this century the absolute numb,,r of

illiterates in tl'k. world will be 76 million (excluding

China, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and the

Socialist Republic of Vitni-rt) )\'er_,'i

majority in the Third World, altloojh I:y

rate will drop from 30,9; in 1930 t-) 19.0; io Lao yo it

2000 ( Lestage,1932).

4.3 The Problem of Enrolment

The increasinj nuri:)er of

Third World is partly a 1,2,,acy of th,,, ort p!Ittly

due to the stojoitiol )f L11-2 ,orolleat r a. , ), I 1

level of education. Rocer!t datla LItt_ 1, ,tiol loot

50
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ratios of all levels of education in the Third World were

only marginally improved (UNESC0,1981).

As can be seen from Table 5, although there were

steady increases in enrolment ratios in all levels of

education between 1965 and 1975, only about 60% of the

population between the ages of 6 and 11 were enrolled in

primary schools in the Third World. It was a rather

disappointing figure comparing with the 94% in the developed

countries.

4.4 Rise of Educational Costs

In fact, governments of developing nations have been

pouring money into the educational sector since the 1960s

Ind the growth rates of public expenditure in education are

actually higher than the growth rates of GNP. The rise in

public spending on individual students can be seen from

Table 6. It is noted that between 1965 and 1977 the cost per

student in education inreased five-fold.

With the continued rise in spendinj in eln.-ation,

we can see that th?re is noL nuch noon foL firf,r inctase

in the Third World since expendituc-_, )n ,1,1.,ci ,n his

already accounted for more than 4"6 of th, GNP. 'ws-ortlini to

an analysis by The Netherlands Economic Institoto in 1975

(quoted from Buchanan,1975) , "under moderato assumption the

financial means of the levelopiaj county ?,'s, 4ith th,

notable exception of Latin America, are insuffl,.ionf to

finan':e the ,?stilat.-.1 expenditure-;." Pr.).1 rl,'

see Lhat Africa, oven with a sp,,nlinj of '-) )r til, ,;Nr 01
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Table 5: Enrolment Ratios in Developed and Developing

Countries by Levels of Education, 1965-75 (in

1st Level* 2nd Level+

%)

3re Level+

'75'65 '70 '75 '65 '70 '75 '65 '70

Developing

Countries 54 58 62 19 22 26 2.2 3.2 4.4

Developed

Countries 92 93 94 59 63 68 16.7 19.7 22.9

Note: * These were net enrolment ratios referring to 6 of

population between the ayes of 6 an3 11 onrollo3

in primary school.

+ These were gros--.3 _rol?At ritio-3.

Source: UNESCO Yearbook, Yarious l'ars.



Table 6: Estimated Public Expenditures on Education for

-)?.velope,1 and Developing Countries in various years

,_Iblic E4penlii:1ce
)n Education
(U.S.$, billion)

'75'66 '70

World
-,`_al 95.7 153.2 329.6

7,1ntri3 37.8 145.8 292.4
;1o2ini

Ciuntris 7.9 12.4 37.2

Average
Annual
Increase
(65-77,in %)

Puolic Expenditure
on Education
as % of GNP

'77 A B*

397.9 12.6 11.1

348.2 12.2 10.8

49.7 16.5 13.2

'65

4.9

5.1

3.0

)te: * A: Pu:plic Expenliv.ure on Education
3: r3ross National P,:ouct

,,)arcP: C,)nputel from UNESCO Statistical Yearbook, 1980.
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Public Expenditure
on Education
per
Inhabitant (U.S.$)

'70 '75 '77 '65 '70 '75 '77

5.3 5.7 5.7 38 57 109 126

5.6 6.0 6.0 87 139 267 314

3.3 4.1 4.3 5 7 19 24

5,1



Table 7: Estimated Total Educational Expenditures and

Dom-.stic Financial Means in The Third World, 1975

(in U.S.$ million)

Total Educational

Expenditures

43

Domestic Financial

Means

Assuming Primary

Enrolment of

90% 75% 60% 5% 4% 3%

GNP GNP GNP

Africa 3,400 3,150 2,890 2,430 1,950 1,460

Latin

America 4,320 4,060 790 6,460 5,170 3,880

k5i_* 5,32) 5,100 4,99) 5,061 4,011 1,030

India 5,550 5,',30 4,920 2,930 2,340 1,760

Note: * Exclu.liug China, ,japan, and India.

Source: Buchanan, 1975.
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education, which amounted to 2,430 million of U.O. dollars,

still could not achieve a 60% enrolment in the primary level

in 1975, which required a spending of U.S.$2,890 millio-,

The problem thus becomes how to reduce the cost of education

and increase the enrolment ratios.

4.5 Quality of Education

Even with the huge government spending on

education, the quality of education in the Third World is

7uch lower than the developed countries. The high repetition

and dropout rates are only two examples of the

poor quality of education. Of course, the quality of

education is greatly influenced by the socio-economic

environment in which teaching and learning take place.

Thus, various factors such as the distance

children have to walk to school, the living conditions of

their families and their healzh and nutrition, the attit..ues

of their parents towards education and the relevancy of the

curriculum to the needs of the :hillren will iffe,-t the

quality of education. 7)ne to t,), 11,7k of spi'o, w&

examine the numerically Iss,_?'33A1)1?. )F Illlity

hare.

4.5.1 Pupil- Teacher Fatio

Let us examine the cupil-teacher ra io first.

From table 8 we can se '.hat Lhe i) Lh, fi,

second levels of education in levt?lopilj 'onn't 1,; .111 ri)t

improve QUCh 1,1-M lnd C)vil

leveloped countries, a prim,-Ary '1r; I,. ,1.1)

56
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Table 8: Pupil-Teacher Ratios in all Levels of Education

in Developed and Developing Countries, various years

First Level Second Level Third Level

'70 '75 '77 '70 '75 '77 '7C '75 '77

Developed

Countries 23.2 21.1 20.5 16.6 15.8 15.7 13.7 13.9 13.7

Developing

Countries 36.4 34.5 34.1 19.3 20.1 20.5 15.3 14.5 14.1

Source: co'nputed fron the UNESCO Yearbook, 1980.
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approximately 14 more s'udents (35 versus 21) id Africa or

Asia. This may considerably lower the quality of education

as the workload of teachers is sn heavy and .:hey cannot spend

much time with individual students.

4.5.2 Teacher Training

The lack of adequate training for teachers in the

Tnird World further exacerbates the problem. While teacher

training is considered to be a high priority in education in

the Third World, having all teachers fully trained is still

a long way off. In general, primary school teachers in

these countries receive ten years of schooling with two or

three years of training. However, in the least developed

countries, a considerable number of teachers may be found who

are without any formal training in teaching and possess no

more than primary education themselves. For example,

Indonesia, datadata around 1970 showed that only about 20% of

the teachers could be regarded as fully qualified while

about 25% were not qualified at all (Phillips,1975).

9e sides the problems that we have just dis,-iss21,

other equally imp)rtant questions, such as poor 1,2'033 to

flucation Eor rural children, the relatilship .LI ,1

education and ealployment and ultimately le;e:o)nent

goals of the developing countris should 1)e 3ddres-1.

7)I1e to lac% oE time ani space, we are lct ahlo

them here.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter we h-ive di3,7us;e1 a
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problems in the Third World. The problems of adult

illiteracy and the stagnation of the enrolment ratio are

partly due to the lack of educational funds. What educators

in the developing nations have to face is how to improve

both the quality and quantity of education and develop an

indigenous educational system relevant to the needs to their

peoples. The following chapters will discuss the use of CAI

in these countries, to see whether it can help to alleviate

these problems.

5 9
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CHAPTER 5

THE APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

IN THE THIRD WORLD

3.1 Introduction

Before we examine the cost-effectiveness of CAI in

the Third World, it is imperative for us to have some

knowledge of the state of the 4rt of the application of

computers in the educational rield there. Unfortunately. as

we have already mentioned in cha,cer three, not many resesrch

studies on this area have been identified by the writer.

The few papers that appeared to be related to this topic

failed to provide direct reference on how CAI was used

in secondary schools. Although one paper (Ibrahim,1981)

presented to the third IFIP World Conference was related to

the application of CAI, its focus was on higher education.

5.2 Findings from the Questionnaires

In order to secure cost data on CAI hir,iNac., in3

software in the Third World market, the writer ti' It oot 24

questionnaires to leading computer manufacturers in the

U.S.A. to solicit the ;r sales figures of computer software

and hardware to the countries for ,310,-Itioli1

purposes (sea App2ft3icf33 A ,113 & C for the coverio,j 1,,Ltor,

111 1-11> lilt of_ ,orlpot,3r "

Questions such tyd,s of conpol-rs (1 nini-or

0
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micro-computer), price ranges, quantity, maintenance and

traning costs botn for hardware and software were asked..

These computer manufacturers were identified from the

literature that the writer has surveyed and which are found

to have business transactions with the Third World

(Barquin,1975) and also because of their high rankings in

computer sales in the U.S.A. (Million Dollar

Directory, 1983).

Of the 24 questionnaires sent out to the computer

manufacturers in the U.S.A, only six were returned. Of

these six, two were net willing to disclose any information

while one had no trnsaction with any developing countries.

From this limited response, we cannot gather much

information on the application of computers in the Third

World. But one thing that is known is that microcomputers

are being used in the developing countries, as can be seen

from the sales figures of two computer firms. One company

has sold 60 microcomputers to the Third World while the

sale figure of another amounted up to U.S. $10 million (s?e

appendix B) . However, most. of these computers ace not

purchased by high schools. TrIst,-.11, universities and

colleges have the highest demand Eor computers in the

education sector. Also, th,- are not mainly uses for

instructional purposes. ":?. ,--;))11ont clained that " Wlile

wn sell co-putE_rs equiph-Jlt 111 :-..nr-)dih Africa and the

'1l 111e? East, almost ill .-) i3 ,)11 For AninistratiJ

purposes, and up to thi ;-11.>, -11-1)3t 1)ne Cor pore

61
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educational purposes. Of course, administrative machines

are made available to students for programs they are

developing in Fortran, Basic or Cobol, but tne fact remains

that computers purely for education are stiil rare." This

view was suppor+-ed by another respondent who suggested that

" most sales are really...to the business section of a

college or to the electronics division...not really use to

teach student through CAI."

The costs of computer hardware and software

appeared to be unreliably high. One company stated that

the price range of microcomputer was between $200K-$400K,

which was substantially higher than the U.S. domestic

price range (between $500-$2,900,see Table 13).

Another computer company quoted a price range of between

U.S. $1,500 -7,000, which seemed to be more reasonable.

Maintenance and training were provided, but at a very high

price (in one cum pany, the cost of training for the use of

software was U.S. $100k oer site) . If these price data ..re

reliable, the total cost of the CAI syst3n estinated in this

study in the following chapt3r would have to )3 nuch hi Jiver.

5.3 Other Related Data------------

Besides the information obtained fron the

questionnaires, other sources of information provide us with

sone ideas of tha 3xtent to which conpuL-rs 1? .is 3.3 in

education in the Third World.

The United Nations -oridoct-...,.1 -i sure? ; ),1 i.:1_,

applications of colputas in th3 Third W)rld 1.1 1)73. in -.113
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study, the usage of computers on education and training was

also surveyed. From Table 9 we can see that the actual

number of computers which wee used in the educational field

was very small, and in six countries, no computer was

actually used in education and training. Although in two

countries the percentage of computers used in education as

more than 20% , on the whole, the usage of computers in

education was insignificant.

More recent data was provided by Loy et al 0977).

who surveyed cc-nputer usages in five countries/

territories in Asia. From Table 10 we can see that only abou

6% of all the computers found in the sites surveyed were

used for educational purposes, which was very insignificant.

Indirect evidence showing that the use of

computers in education in tht Third World may be very

limited comes from the overall limited number computers

available in these countries. According to the U.N. report

(1973), the U.S.A. had a total number of 83,500

computers in the whole country in 1973, while Brazil, n,)st

advanced country in the Third World, rated by the Computer

Industry Development Potential (CI)P) developd by Barquin

et al (1976), had only 1,219 computers, 1.5% of what the

U.S.A. had in the same year. But Brazil's population was

52.5% -)E that of the U.S.A. in 1930 (Brazil had a

pc?ulation of 119 million while th? U.S.A. hal 226.5

mill ioa, Th YoCymk,1982). rOtswanl, )1, )1

least A.3,7:?10021 c:ol1qtri.,5 in trni of CIDP i ?I, 31 only



Table 9: Educational Computing in selected Developing

Countries,1973

Number of Computers

Country Total Education & Training (%)

Bolivia 6 1 16.7

Brazil 1,219 110 9.0

C. Africa Rep. 3 0 0.0

Colombia i2 7 8.5

Cyprus 5 0 0.0

Fiji 6 0 0.0

Greece 175 7 4.0

Hungary 161 26 16.1

Iceland 17 1 5.9

Iraq 7 1 14.3

Jamica 34 3 8.8

Kuwait 17 1 5.9

Lebanon 29 0 0.0

Madagascar 24 1 4.2

Malaysia 28 1 3.6

Morocco 52 3 5.8

Nicaragua 14 0 0.0

Pakistan 19 2 10.5

Sinjapore 34 3 8.8

Suian 4 1 25.0

Thailand 27 4 14.8

Turkey 82 8 9.8

ripper Volta 1 ) 0.0

Yugoslavia 147 2) 13.6

Zaire 19 4 14.4

rl.N.,1")--, 3
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Table 10: Percentage of Computers us-d in

University/Education in selected Asian

Countries/Territories in 1976-77

Number

Country/Territory of Sites %

Taiwan 13 12.2

Hong Kong 21 6.2

Malaysia 12 3.3

Philippines 29 2.2

Thailand 25 7.8

Total 100 5.9

Source: Loy et a1,1977

6b
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one computer in 1973 in the whole country. There is

probably a relationship between the level of the use of

computers in a society and its application in education. As

can be seen from the U.S.A., with such a high level of

development in computing industry, nearly 3/5 of all

secondary schools already used computer in

instruction/administration in 1975 (Seide1,1980).

Actually, more up-to-date evidence on the level of

computer usage in the Third World can be indirectly obtained

from the U.S. exports of computers, parts and accessories to

the developing countries. The U.S. export figures have

significance in understanding the usage of computers in the

Third World since the U.S. is one of the top computer

exporters in the world. Between 1974 and 1980, as can be

seen from Table 11, the developing countries only accounted

for a very small percentage of computer sales of the U.S. In

1974, the Third World as a whole accounted for 12.2% of the

U.S. export rnirket and in 1980, it increased to 16.4%,

repre.snting an average annual increase of 0.7% only (U.S.

Department of Commerce,1982;. Of all the developinA

rejions, Africa was the one which imported the last

computers from the U.S.

The extent of CAI applications in education in a

country is alsn rellted to 'he availability of conputer

personnel because they are crucial for the settin up of the

CAT ;2-Ths in sThools. E'en wh.,11 nicro,-)npulor is u3,1

as n3 lelivery system, teachers have to traind by

66
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Table 11: U.S. Exports of Electronic Computers, Parts

and Ac.essories to the Developin, Countries,1974-80

% of exports to

Total exports

Year (in U.S. mil.)

Developing

Countries

Latin

Amer, Africa

E. &

S. Asia

1974 2,198 12.2 6.1 0.14 4.4

1975 2,222 15.6 7.0 0.22 3.9

1976 2,588 12.0 5.5 0.27 4.7

1977 3,264 12.1 5.9 0.25 4.3

1978 4,359 14.2 6.7 0.32 4.8

1979 5,671 15.4 7.8 0.25 5.3

1930 7,763 16.4 8.0 0.21 6.4

Source: U.S. "),?0,r1:ir?It .)E Cominerce,1982.
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computer professionals before they can manage the computing

rooms or develop cour3eware. The shortage of computing

personnel is alwa7s a problem in the Third World. According

to the U.N. report (1973), there was a 20% to 30% shortage of

trained personnel in centre managers and systems analysts in

the developing countries The shortage was even more

'erious in some countries, e.g. in Turkey, a manpower

shortage of up to 83% was experienced in systems analysts

and programmers.

This shortage of computer personnel is due to the

inadequate training opportunities available in universities.

In a recent survey of eight ;frican countries conducted by

Aban (1981) , he found out that although some sort of computer

courses were provided at university level, in all except or,e

country the facilities available for education and training

of computer professionals and scientists were grossly

inadequate (Note 1) . Aban also noted that of all the

countries surveyed, not even one had any provision for

education ,?nd training in computer science at s000nlary

school level. If there is no computer science oduciLion in

secondary school, it iS to imagine Chit CAI would ho

used there, since usually CAI would be introduced nfor

computer hardwate are bought for the teaching of computer

,;(:ience or programming first, althoajh the use of ,-enpaters

in school administration nay also h2lp to proinoLe t h kl;(1

oE CI.

Computer C at Ca, i 4i ty I .!1 i 11 1, it 1

68
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America seems :oz) be more developed than Africa. Of the 21

countries sur-'eyed by Barquin in 1975, only one country had

no computer course offered by the university. However, the

shortage of computer professionals w-s also the greatest

prob'em encountered by the governments in Latin America

(Note 2) ,

5.4 Summary

In this chapter we have examined the available

information on the application of computer in education, in

the Third World. From this piecemeal information we could

not draw any definite ccaclusion with regard tr) the extent

of the applications of computers in education in these

developing nations. But the available evidence does

provide support for our conjecture th t tl.:e use of CAI is

very limited in the Third World. Even if it is used, it

would more likely be found in universities than in high

schools.

69
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CHAPTER 6

COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF A CAI SYSTEM

6.1 Introduction

IA the last chapter havt discussed the

applications of computers in education in the Third Wurid and

found that CAI is not being used extensively

secondary schools. Since no empirical studies were

ava4lable, and the writer himself is unable to conduct field

research , he can only take one developing country as a case

study, estimate the cost components of the CAI system and

evaluate its cost effecrivenoss, and compare it with

the traditional mrthod of instruction. Mexico was cho3en as

the country of study mainly because of two reasons. The

first one is that Mexico one of the mr,re advanced

countries among all the leveioping countri in terns of the

CIDP level, an in Sex 3evelcpc.1 r)irquin (1 frcsd 1 U.N.

report on the zpplication computer LL?.-'11.)1o.iy is

Third World (1973) to show the .ev.il of (:;ijc? of

country (see Wen(3 ix D for the CIDP index) . It is

t'r,eretore more likely that CAI would be aloptl in thi3

country since the infrastructure needed For

implementation of thL CAI system would be ivailabl.,

Sc?conc31y, cost-ef feet ,7(?:1 2,3,; 0 E 01:11i,r

technologies, namely, TV and radio were ilrelly alkL.Lod
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there (Jamison et a1,1978) and the result obtained from thls

study can be used for comparison in future.

In order to measure the cost-effectiveness of

computer-assisted instruction in Mexico, we have to gather

local cost data of the CAI system. In this study, except

for the cost of the computer hardware, whicn is based on }he

U.S. domestic price, all other cost data come from the

UNESCO Statistical. Yearbook(1980, 1981). These yearbooks

provide information on educational expenditures

(including teachers' salaries) and pupil-teacher ratios of

all levels of education in Mexico which are essential for

the estimation of the total cost of the CAI system.

6.2 Limitations of The Study

The reader has to be reminded that the methoa

used for the computation of the cost-eif(2ctivener.s of the

CpI in this study has many limitations. Since limited local

data were obtained, this study at hest can serve as an

iilustration of how the cost- components of a CAI system can

be estimated and its cost-effectiveness ovaluited in a

developing country. Thus, results ol-tained fron this stud

should not be consilered as conclusive, nor 0oull an:

generalition be attempted in other developing

countries. Sone of the limitations in the estimation of

costs ,:re as follows:

(1) The whole cise study is hypothetical in the

Lftit all the 70St c-onp)fl'alb; of L-13 C\I

*iexjco were estimated costs. For exanple, the cost of the

71
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computer hardware was based on the domestic U.S. market

prices, not on its export prices to Mexico. Domestic and

export prices of the same commodity may be greatly different

due to the different tariff regulations, the size of the

markets and the aggregate demand, foreign exchange

differentials, and cost of shipment, etc. Thus the cost of

the computer hardware may be over- or under-estimated.

(2) The cost data were drawn from different years

and therefore may be incompatible. For hardware, they are

1983 figures, while the cost of courseware, which were

calculated in terms of the toachers' salaries, were 1978

figures. When the cost feasibility of the CAI was

evaluated by comparing it with the government spendjng per

student, the 1978 figures were used. In this way the result.

may be a little bit distorted. Extn=polation is not

attemn,ed here because no -real increases in teachers'

salaries are predicted due to the huge inflr tion in the past

fs.w years in Mexico. Also, since the cast of CAI is

calculated in terns of U.S. the lan'slid? 12valuation

of the peso in last year would also reduce the inflated

clucational expend itor (includinj teachers' silari-s) hack

to th9 1970s level.

(3) When we computed the cost of the courseware,

We assuned tnat they were writtei by the teichers,

mi jht not be a valid assunption in the Third World ,:oote)ct

simply because of th, lack of ,2.;21rLi-3.

assumed that this courseware 43S purchised room th
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developed countries, no cost data could be obtained. This

is another limitation on the cost computation.

6.3 Cost Components of a CAI System

6.3.1 The Difficulties in Measuring CAI Cos's

The costs of CAI are difficult to measure.

Although some of the cost components, e.g. equipment,

Hardware and courseware may be quantified, according to

Kreasley (1977), because of the dynamic nature

of the computing field where dramatic changes in technology

can occur within a period of a few years, previously made

coot estimates of CAI can be invalidated easily by new

developments in hardware and software and, to a lesser

extent , by instructional methodology.

Besides, some other cost components are difficult

to estimate, e.g. the lease schedules and amortisation

?rms. Also, special attention has to be paid to local

situational variables which are highly variable. When

discussing the cost-effectiveness of CAI, Avner (1978)

points ,ti:: I:'1 -it ii: ig 5ii:1 iLion--;d2cifin ilitead of

product-speilic. That is, no .natter how nany prestigious

r:?searchrs con(_ Lle thit Cl? applicition or CAI is

cost-effectiveness at a certain level of education for

certain groups of students, it (loesn't .neon that CAI is

f-ost-effecLiveness in .)thr ilpin,)ntatiol5 :1,-?,7aus2 evan

trival 1iffer=2nces in ac.2oontinl n(?thols can be enough to

nike appar=?ntly i.1-30ti-il ;i::At, )a,; li"..- ?It. -T'li,-, ,7>in;:

is partir!ularly important d1-2n oe try to ilopt a CAI
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system in a developing nation. Prior feasibility studies

have to be conducted and necessary modifications have to be

considered. If not, it would be like the introduction of an

'open university model' to those countries where there was

no reliable postal system or dependable TV transmission and

reception (Gallegos,1982).

Bearing these points in mind, we must be very

careful waen we 4-ry to make any comparison in costs between

CAI and the traditional method of instruction. Besides

taking the work of others as reference, we have to gather

detailed local cost data so that the results obtained can

be more realistic and are more relevant to the local

situation.

6.3.2 Cost Structure of ' CAI System

Before -.ming to the actual cost computation, let us

discuss the general cost structure of a CAI system.

The cost components of a CAI system can be

classified in various ways. One can classify then by

functions, e.g. costs catejorisel into

equipment, personnk_ls, ,tc. One can also -21.1s,:ify thse

costs in terns of Eix.al investnent of re:urrent costs. As

general framework for the conputaLion of costs, which can be

useful for different types of coputing systens

--large-scale, mini- or nitro-conpute,:s, n,? IMC11.?C

classification is uses in this pipr.

A:cording to (1)7'), s -1!

system may inc ude the Tollo.



(a) System Hardware

- cost of the CPU (Central Processing Unit)

- cost of the necessary peripherals, e.g.

disk, tape storage, I/O devices, front end

processors, etc.

- cost of student terminals

( This hardware can be rented or bought. If

it is bought, we have to calculate the

amortisation which will be discussed

later )

(b) System Software

-cost of the purchase/rental of the operating

system, course authoring languages, graphics

or audio software, utility progaram,etc.

(c) Telecommunication Cost

-the transmission costs from the central

co.nputing system to the terminals via voice-

grade tel lines, iigitll lit notnrk,

licrodi7,3, UHF TV, ,),: lt,_?Ili':'c;.

(d) Operating Costs

-salaries conputi .)1??Citor-3,;y;!

analysts or programmers, systen nIlljor,

conputing roon coorainator inl tel-hing

assistants.

(P) Courseware Development Costs

th,3 .0,.-0_. c) I cl , t i 1,, )r .1 , 1 ; 1

author's tine spent L,irlinj to 1;, CI,
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system, the time spent in off-line planning of

the courseware (Austin,1975), programming and

debugging courses.

-the cost of producing any adjunct

materials,e.g. audio tapes,slies,workbookJ,

etc.

-the cost of continued maintenance of this

courseware.

Besides calculating all these costs, we also hive

to take the expected usage of the system courseware ( i.e.

the number of students expected to use the courses, and the

number of places or institutions at which the system is

expected to be used) into consideration. It is because we

are less interested in the total cost of the CAI system than

in the average cost, i.e. the cost per student conLact hour

or academic year. Obviously, if more students use the CAI

system, the cost can be lowered.

When we estimate the costs of CAI ,,,ysten, we

also IWO to consider wh?th?r harlit- rli >

ire purchased or rented. It th?y are i)Jrhisol,

L-21)ty2s-2nt sone sort of 7k?.St.

last for a number of years. We then have to ?.stilate

t}leir life spins and amortise these costs.

When we aqlortise these .7osts,tvo

hlve to h° taken into account. One is the lifeti.ne )f th,)

nipl,?it Ti !:.1 ')

for n years, then only a fr-t:tion of its c.c)st,1.e. l'n )f
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its cost, should be charged each year. The -acond variable

is the social discount rate, which represents an interest

rate be !ause there is a ...lost (interest charge) involved in

having capital tied up in a project. In a CAI system, this

cost is measured mainly by the potential rate of return to

capital invested elsewhere in the economy. The following

standard equation helps us to calculate the annualised

costs of these CAI components (Jamison et al.,1978 p.32):

annualised cost= c X (11+01/)/((l+r)11-1)

where c = the cost of the component

r = social discount r- te

n = number of years 'chat the CAI component

lasts.

All in all, costing CAI involves many subtle

judgements and sometimes a politically sensitive one.

That is why one CAI expert points out that " polls of

experts in CAI have cont.stently shown that the cost of

CAI is considered the obstacle to its widespread

icceptince."(Kearsley, 1977,2.101)

6.3.3 Cost Components of a CAI System in Mexic?

6.3.3.1 Types-ofComputerUsed

When considering cost components of a CAI syst..n in ch,.

Third World, the first thing tnat we have to exanine is

,ii it !:y,1-2 of computr harlwic-? is nost a2pr:)prial.:0. W.Iit J,

arr? lool<inj for is a conputing 3/Gt,?.,d which is not only th?

-'1_'),, .)11:. 1,: 1:1. sli,, tii? -11 )ro,,112 l'' t1.1

instru7tional .nodes thn',. nr.?. ( ?])iced in Cl. high school.
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There are three types of computers which can

deliver CAI, namely, the large-scale computer system,the

minicomputer and the microcomputer, as we have already

discussed. Of these three types of computers, research

studies conducted in the U.S. all conclude that the

large -scale computing system is the most expensive whiLl the

microcomputer is the least expensive one. A stuly carried

out by Gleason in 1981 showed that a single terminal of the

time-shared PLATO system operated by the Computer-Based

Education research Laboratory at the University of Illinois

and Control Data Corporation would cost more than U.S.

$6,000. According to Gleason, it is only its

access to a large and growing library of software that

justified its existence (p.10). Although it is less

expensive ! operating capacity of the minicomputer is

limited. one school in Norfolk, Virginia bought a

minicomputer in 1975 which could only handle a maximum of 32

terminals. When the school wanted to further expand its CAI

in lanjuae arts curriculum, it coull not afF,-)rl t.) s,),11

nor? than $100,000 to buy another minicomputer, which post

$3,125 2.?_r t(?rminal. Insteil, ,nicroc)nputers 0.7't- ')3ajht

which could perform the same functions ,is the ninicolputer

(ru11,1980). No doubt, a stand alone microcomputer is the

7hp.3st ;ince its price, in(-111inj th,? ciou, monitor, single

'Hs' drive or cassette tape only ranjs F.rori U.S. $500 to

ti',90-) in 19,33 (07Pii-ins 4 Shrij?,') 1;). is ;'11 1-3 ')?inj

cheap, the microconputer can perform ilnost evc2ry Cun_tion
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that the other Lwo types of computers can (Gleason,1981), even

for conducting research and experiments, which was only

possible in large-scale minicomputer-based laboratories in

the past (Johnson,1982).

Not only the hardware costs of a large computing

system are substantially higher than those of a

microcomputer the telecommuniation costs involved in the

delivery of CAI has also to considered. One advantage of

the large computing system is its capability of distributing

educational computing services through its terminals located

in schools scattered all over the country. This capability

is useful to the Third World. For example, of the 15

million pople in Tanzania, which is 3 relatively large

territory of comparable size to Egypt, only 6% of the

population live in urban areas (Harris,1980). However, the

telecommunication costs are very substantial. As the total

dispersion of the population increases, and as the size of

the user unit ( in terms of the number of installation of

computer tecill,,ls d?-reases, colluni-ation be7one a

1ar9er a3 larrnr factor of the total operlting costs

(Butnan,19-75). 3--?siles, in n3ny levelodilj

telep' le lines 11,y not be ivailable even in the urban

areas. The extension of this service Ero another city, or

using other 11,-?an3 or ,.Inlinnicati,-)1,.j. s1tel1its, nay

lean lAitionil 70-3o, in sone rural areis, t',e lack

1 sldply o;7 , y t'l, L. r S

lnoth(?.r ,stacle to osing 1 irgo-sc'al'y syst?ms.
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Besides telecommunication costs, the use of large

scale computers or minicomputers may involve other costs,

like the construction or renovation of a particular room to

house these computers. According to Matvoich (1973), new

facilities have to be constructed. Special wiring for the

computer is needed and the installation of a separate

humidifier to insure tl'e proper control of humidity is also

necessary. Air conditioning for the maintenance of proper

environmental conditions, which is especially important in

the developing countries which are usua' , located in the

southern hemispher,,, has also to be installed for the

utilisation of the systew. All these are add-on costs.

According to one study (Levin & Woo,1980), the annualised

costs for the construction and renovation cf a room for

installing a lainicompoter accounted for 8.5% of the total

annual cost (Note 3), which could not be considered to be

neglig ible.

Apart from economic reason:;, the microconputer

should be used in the Third '',1)rll because of th-

factors of management inl naintel=, ). To manage a 11-30

:omputer system or miniconput-r, sv3t3m an3lysts, 7ntre

managers or operation supervisors have to be employed to

loo, after the systen. However, for microcomputers, fewer

conputer professionils It-, 1,?.11 .3iace software inA

courseware can be bo,Filit Cr Q :onmercial firms or users

jcoups. As for g3il',.111 1-, ) )111).11.0(9 iri? ill Still

alone computers, and a brelklown of one will not affect th?
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delivery of the CAI course. But for the other two systems,

maintenance is more difficult.

Finally, it more likely that larg.--scale

computer system and minicomputers may inLrePse the inequality

of education opportunities between urban and rural areas in

the Third World than microcomputers. The reason is that

these two types of computers are most efficient when serving

a geographically compact population. That means, in the

developing countries, they would tend to serve the larger

cities. As urban-rural disparity in educational

opportunitis is already a serious problem in the Third World

(UNESC0,1980), if introduced into the urban areas only CAT

will aggravate this problem, without improving the quality

or education in these countries as a whole. On the

contrary, stand alone microcomputers may be used in rural

areas where small electricity generators can be supplied

(this problem will be further discussed in the next

chapter) .

Because of all these reasons, the writer concludes

that the microcomputer is more appropriate to the Third

World to deliver CAI. In this study it will be taken as

the standard hardware of a Mexican high school in order to

minimise costs.

6.3.3.2 Cost Estimation--Total Cost

Based on the cost structure of the CAI system that

we have previously discussed, the following cost components

of a CAI system in a Mexican high school are estimated:

Si
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(a) Hardware

Since microcomputers are chosen as the delivery

devices of CAI lessons, we have to decide what type of

microcomputer we need and the amount. Table 12 shows the

microcomputer requirements per instructional mode. From

this table, we can see that if we want to deliver every

mode of CAI instruction in the high school, the random

access memory (RAM) 7apability of these microcomputers must

at least be 32K bytes, and we also need the disk drive

instead of cassette tape based drive. A recent price

comparison of microcomputer, as can be seen from Table 13,

show.; that price of a 32K bytes computer with disk based

ranges from U.S. $1,250 to 2,900, all with color monitor.

If we use black (or green) and white monitor with tape

cassette-based, the price can be lowered to WO. In view

of the trend of decreasing prices, it is not unreasonable to

take $1,250 as our price for one microcomputer which can well

serve our instructional purposes. One limitation in this

price estimate is that this price is the local price in

the U.S. home market, but not export price and the cost of

shipment is not included. The cost of shipment is not

included in this estimate because the actual market price

will be lowered if computers are purchased in bulk, which

can offset the cost of delivery. According to the writer's

personal experience and his communication with teachers

teaching in Latin America, it is not uncommon that class

enrolment will be up to 45 students. If CAI is used for
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T;ible 12: Miccocollputer Requirements

Per Instructional Type

Drill & Probiem

PractiJe :utoriel Solving Simulation

Memory

(RIM, 4-8K :5-32K 8K 8-32K

Lower Case

Characters Y /

Cassette &/

or Disk C D C D

Graphics Y

Printer Y

Floation Point

Arithmetic Y

Files Y v

interface Y Y

No. of lines

on Display 12 2, 16 24

Note: i=Yes C=Cassetce D=Disk

So'Irce: Nomeland, R., quoted from Thomas, D. 1981.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Table 13.Comparison of the

t ASSE 1 TE HASID

Features of Popular

C ARTRIDGE BASED

Class ,om Microcomputers

DISK BA

VIC PET COMMODOgI (FS 80 ATARI ATARI TEX INSTR ATARI MAKI (RS 80 APPLE COMMODORE IBM
DISPLAY 20 4032 64 lit 400 800 99/4A 400 800 rl 2 64 PC

#01 characters 12'
per line

40' 64 40 4.) 28 40 40 64 431 40 80

Upper/lower Yes
case

Ycs' Ye, Yes Ye, Ycs No' 'Ire)Ycs Y s Yes xtea $ Yes

Color Yes
available

tauw.ms Very Good
quality

.1"

Good

ves No

acci Far:

Yes Yes

Excel Excel

Ycs

Excel

Yes 'es No Yes Yes Yes

Excel Excel Fair Very Good Excel face.

KEYBOAR

Standard Similar
typ llrher

No Sr i 'sr No Similar No No Similar SIMilk NO Similar S molar

Numeric No
keypad

Ye No Yes No No No No No Yes Extra $ No Yes

#ol :-eys 66 74 66 65 61 61 41 61 6' 6S 52 66 83

CHARACTERISTICS

ROM-n axtmum 5K 18K 20K 14K 10K 10K 32K 10K 10K 14K 24K 20K 40K

RAM-typical 5K 32K' 64K 16K 16K 16K 16K 16K 48K 16K 48K 64K 64K

RAM maximum' 32K 32K 64K 48K 48K' 41K 48K 48K' 48K 411K 512.1' 64K 512K'

Disk NA
capacity

NA NA NA NA NA NA 88K 88K 138K 01 I;o3K 160K

Can use regular Yes No' Yes No' Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No' Extra $ Yes ExuaS
TV

Aore than one NA

user per disk

NA NA NA NA NA NA NoNo No Yes' Yes" Yes'

Tape loading 41 cps
Weed

41 a .ps 50
i.ps"

NA NA NA NA NA 1.A NA NA

Full-screen Yes
editing

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Ye' Yes Extra $ Yes Yes

Portability 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 1 3 3 3
( #01 Pulcesr

BASIC includ-Yes
ed in price'

(ape/Clad to Yes
continue in
production

Yes

No

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

No No

Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

No No Yes Yes Ye' Nc

Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

PRICE" $500' $800 $950' '850 $625' $950' ' WO" $1200' $1500'" 1650' :175C." $1250'. $291

NOTES ' 16K PET recently oisconlinued Karel/dare shortly typical RAM and single disk arise or cassette
In chassis MillITUP1 " kequnes a more .xpensive disk drive (except cartridge omit)

' 40 col option available Irons another menu ' RegiAres hardw.'e from different manse ' ' Can be speeded up at additional cost Approx. to r rail order pro e per um( dsNummg
facturer fociurer " User selectable order of three units
80 col available al extra cost Black (or green) and white monitor built in ' CR 1, keyboard CPU, sinr,lt cass-fcte or single Wilt coi.o monitor

' Requires typing a POKE Hamm it ' Requires additional hardware disk drove With 48K RAM
Twu sites of upper case letters, no tun lower
COI

Source: Williams & Shr

' Presently requites hardware from a dillerent
manufacturer, Apple will introduce its own

age p.8

Based co. Adustry rumors and public &them
Includes .olor monitor (when appropriate)
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mainline instead of adjinct instruction, 45 microcomputers

to be purchased, which amount to U.S. $56,25).

Beshies these microcomputers, at least one printer

should be available in the computing room for the printirl

of hard copies. According to a recent price survey carried

out by the editors of Creative Computing (1983), thr_re are

25 types of ?rinters which are undE.r U.S. $1,000. Thus, it

is _easonable to take $1,000 as the cost of a printer in

Mexico.

(b) System Software and Courseware

The microcomputers that are purchasd have

already built-in operating systems. If the BASIC

programming language is used and no utility programs (e.g.

for word processing or record keeping) are required, no

extra cost for software has to be included. As for

courseware, they can either be bought or developed locally.

The latter method is preferred because they are wore

appropria`e to the local conditions. Initially we shall

assume that two full time teachers have to be devoted for

the development of the_e courseware. Cost of training will

not be included since this is usually provided free of

charge by the computer manufacturers. The cost of

courseware is therefore calculated in terms of teachers°

salaries. In our case, the salaries of two Mexican teachers

amount to U.S. $3,752 (in 1978, UNESC0,1)81,see Note 4) .

(c) Telecommunication Costs

No telecommunication ,-.ost will be inclIdea
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since all the microcomputers are stand alone computers.

(d) Operating Costs

With regard to operating costs, one coordinator

is needed in the computing room for time-tabling and also

serving as a teaching assistant. This coordinator should

have some knowledge of the microcomputer and should be able

to give advice to students and teachers. He should also

provide as,istance in the development of the courseware.

Thus the salary of this coordinator should be more or less

the same as a high school teacher, which amounts to

U.S.$1,876 per year(UNESC0,1981). Together with the two

full time CAI InstIuctors/authors , a team of three teachers

should be sufficient to look after the CAI system and dvelop

the courseware.

The operating cost also includes the use of

facilities and buildings. Construction of a computing room

is too costly and non-essential. Lack of funds is one

reason and bureaucratic practices in many developing

countries may only delay the construction of the room

indefinitely. Thus it is more practical to house these

microcomputers in a classroom or a special room %filch is

already available in the school. One class may have to

share a classroom with the others so that a rorm is made

available to house these computers, which means no

additional cost.

The cost of maintenance of the hardware and

software should also be included in the estimation of costs.
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A service contract with the wholesaler /.manufacturer can

usually be secured at a 10-15% of the prices of the products

(per year). In view of the backwardness of the

transoortation aetwork and the lack of service personnel in

the developing countries, 15% of the prices of the

microcomputers and the printer, which amount to U.S.$8,785

is estimated to be the cost of maintenance of the hardware

per year.

As for the maintenance of the courseware, it

will take the form of updating the CAI programs in every two

or three years. Since two teachers have already beer

employed as courseware developer, no cost of mantaining

courseware is included in the present cost estimation.

(e) zotal Cost

With all these costs added up together , the

initial capital investment will amount to U.S.$71,663,

which is summarised in Tablr' 14.

6.3.3.3 anual Cost of the CAI System

Howev .:, the total cost that we have just computed

does not represent the annualised cost of the CAI system.

As we have mentioned before, the hardware, software d

courseware can be used for more wian on year, and their

costs should therefore be amortised. The annualised cost of

the hardware is therefore depend- on its initial cost, C,

its lifetime, n, and the social discount rate, r. Table 15

shows the annualised cost of the computer hardware when its

lifetime is between one and five years and the social
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Table 14: Summary of the Estimated

Total Cost of a CAI System in Mexico

Cost component U.S. $

(a) Hardware

Cost of 45 microcomputers

(at $1,250 each)

Cost of 1 printer

(b) Software & 'ourseware

Salaries of 2 teachers

(c) Operating Costs

Maintenance (15% of S56,750)

Salary of 1 coordinator

69

56,250

1,000

3,752

8,785

1,876

Total 71,663
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Table 15: Annualised Cost of Computer Hardware

of Corttputer Hardware of a CAI Sy5tern with

different Interest Rates(r) and Years(n)

Annual ,,ost(in U.S. $) w th interest rates of

Year 10% 15% 2C%

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

S

9

10

Note: The

57,250 57,250 57,250

32,987 35,215 37,473

23,021 25,116 27,178

18,061 :0,153 22,115

15,114 17,061 19,143

13,145 15,128 17,21t

11,760 13,761 15,884

10,731 12,814 14,924

9,941 11,998 14,205

9,317 11,409 13,660

initial cost (C) of this computer hardware

is U.S.$ 57,250
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discoant rate is between 101-15%. When the valve of C,

i.e., the initial cost of the hardware is U.S.$.57,250 and

assuming that the lifetime of the microcomputer and printer

is fie year (Note 5) and a social discount rate of 15%,

we have the following:

annualised cost = C X [ r(l+r)'']/[ (l+r)fl-1)

= 57,250 X [0.15;1.10 1/[(1.15)5 -11

This is equal to U.S. $17,061 per year.

For the annualised cost of the courseware, it is

reasonable to expect that. it car operate for at least two

years before updating is required. Thus, the cost of the

courseware developmeat,i.e. the total salaries of the

teacher/aut rs should be halved, which amounts to U.S.

$1,876 per year.

The total annualised cost of this CAI system is

summarised in the following table, Table 16, with different

interest rates taken into consideration.

As can be seen from Table 16, the annualised cost

of the hypothetical CAI system raraes S. $27,651 to

$31,680. If we take 151 as 're interest rate, which is

rather reasonable in view of the present and forseenable

world economic situation (at nresent, the interest rate is

only about 101), the cost of our system is U.S. $29,598 per

year.

The total annual cost of the CAI system is less

useful than the average cost per student per year, if we

want to compare it with the cost of traditional method of
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Table 16: Total Estimated Annualised Cost of a CAI System

in a Mexican High Schocl,in different interest rates

Component

Annual Cost (in U.S.$)

with interest rates

10% 15%

of

20%

(a) Hardware

45 microcomputers

and 1 printer 15,1.14 17,061 19,t43

(b,

(c)

Courseware

Operating Costs

1,876 1,876 1,876

Coordinator 1,876 1,876 1,876

Maintenance 8,785 8,785 8,785

($)Total 27,651 29,598 31,680
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instruction. If we assume that there are eight CAI sessiols

per day that each lasts for 40 minutes and occurs five days

per week, there are altogther 40 CAI sessions per weak.

With 45 terminals, there are totally 1,800 terminal/sessions

that can be used by students in the high school. With an

enrolment of 900 students, each student can then receive two

CAI lessons per week, either of the same, or different

subjects. In this case the CAI cost per student per year

will be U.S.$29,598/900, which is U.S. $32.89,or $33 per

year for two cessions per week.

We can also compute the CAI cost per student per

period (40 minutes) . Assuming tha' there are 150 school

days per year, and 8 CAI periods per day. with 45 terminals

available in the school, there are altogether 64,800 (180 X 8

X 45) terminal/periods per year. The cost per student .2er

contact period amounts to U.S.$0.46 ($29,598/64,800), which

is substantially higher than instructional computing

delivered in the developed countries. As we have mentioned

before, one study (Doerr,1979) reported that the cost was

only $0.18 per student contact hour. The reason for a

higher cost in the developing counLries may be due to the

higher spending on the development of courseware. In

developed countries,especially in the U.S.A.or Canada, the

courseware is commercially available or may be obtained

cheaply !rom S)111(.: non-profit making uset groups.

6.3.3.4. Cost Effectiveness:, of the CAI System

If we compare the cost that we have just computed
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with the cost of the traditional nethod of instruction in

Mexico, we can see whether CAI is cost-effective. The cost of

traditional instruction is based on the spending on

teacher's salary pr .r student. The average salary of a

high school teacher was U.S.$1,876 in 1978 and the

student-teacher ratio in that year was 17 (UNESC0,1981) .

Assuming that there are 180 school day.., and each teacher

has to teach 6 periods per day, then they have to teach 180

X 6 X 17 students-periods per year. Thus the cost of

instruction per student per period amounts to U.S. $0.10

($18,76/(180 X 6 X 17)), whir-h is very much cheaper than

the cost of CAI,which is $0.46 per student-period.

However, we have to note that the cost of traditioanal

instruction is underestimated since teachers' salaries should

have been increased in the past five years. But even with a

real increase in salary of 10% per year, which is highly

unlikely due to the inflation in the Mexican economy in the

past ew years, the cost will only be increased to U.S.

.16.

The CAI cost would be smaller if we take it as a

mainline instruction because we can deduct the cost of

traditional instruction from the CAI period. Thus, the CAI

cost per period per student would be reduced to U.S. $0.36

($0.46-$0.l). Also, if we take the reduction of learning

time into consideration, a time reduction factor can be

included in the calculation of the CAI cost. Time saving

of CAI of between 20-40% were dok.mented in many studies, as
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have been reviewed in chapter three. A moc!erate tine

reduction factor of 0.7 is tAken in ocr study, meaning that

students receiving CAI can reduce their learning time by

30%. Thus the new CAI cost becomes $0.25 ($0.36 X

0.7), still 2.5 times more expensive than the traditional

method of instruction, which is not considered to be

cost-effective at all.

6.3.3.5 Cost Feasibility of the CAI System

The preceding cost analysis takes CAI as a mainline

instruction and then compares it with the traditional

instruction. But CAI can also be taken as an adjunct

instruction, providing remedial or enrichment experiences to

the students. In that case, the cost of CkI will be

considered as an add-on cost. We have therefore to consider

whether it is feasible for a Mexican high school to spend

U.S.$33 per student per year on CAI. In order to examine

whether it is cost-feasible, one method is to examine the

annual government spending (capital and current) in

education per student. The most recent data that we can get

is 1978, and although it is possible for us to estimate the

spending on education in 1983 by means of projection, the

figure obtained will not be too reliable since there wad huge

inflation and landslide devaluation of the peso in the last

year. Also, there is no reason to expect a great increase

in Bove tent spending on education in the past few years.

Thus we stick to the 1978 fiugures.

From Table 17 we can see that only U.S. $11.12 were
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Table 17: Government Spendings on Students in Mexico,1978

Spendings No. of Spendings/

(in peso,'000) Students Student (U.S.S)

Total 99,336,655 18,226,505 239.40

Capital 4,613,454 18,226,505 11.12

Current 69,759,301 18,226,505 168.10

Prima_ , level 25,581,129 13,614,115 82.53

Secondary level 16,055,020 3,914,251 130.15

Tertiary level 17,584,452 698,138 1,106.24

Source: UNESCO Yearbook,1981, Tables 4.1,3.11,3.7,? 4

and Appendix C
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spent as capital investment per student in Mexico in 1979.

Even if all the money were spent in the implementation of

the CAI, it was just short of about 22 dollars per

student. Of the $180.15 spent on a high school student as

current expenditure, only about 12% (estimated from 1977

figures, see UNESC0,1980) were allocated for direct teaching

materials, which amounted to about $22 while $110 were spent

as teacher's sa ary. Only if all the current expenditure

on instructional materials, in addition to the capital

expenditure were spent on the CAI system would its cost

be covered.

We can see that the add-on cost of U.S.$33 per

s4-udent is so high that if no additional funds are injected

into the educational sector, either by the government or by

some international organisations, CAI appears to be

unattrac'Ave to Mexican schools, at least economically.

However, CAI can still be introduced at the cost of

providing less of some other school resources to the

students. Actually, some writers advocated that with the

introduction of CAI, the student-teacher ratios can be

increased (e.g. see Butman,1975). Jamison (1976) has

suggested a formula to calculate the opportunity cost of

CAI, ice. the cost (not in monetary term) that we have to

pay in order to introduce CAI.For example, the increase of

the class size. From the following equation, we can

calculate the new class size of our hypothetical Mexican

school if CAI is introduced.
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T + C(S+A)
=

S S + A

Where T= total spending on teachers' salaries

for a class of 45 students i.e.

$110 X 45

S= the class size before CAI is

introduced i.e. 45

C= cost/student/year of CAI i.e. $33

A= the number of additional students in

the class that required to finance

the CAI

From this equation, we can calculate that the

additional students required to finance. the introduction of

the CAI for a class is about 20. That means, the class size

has to be increased from 45 to 65, a very substantial

increase and obviously impossible to achieve.

Another way is either to cut down the number of

teachers or their salaries. Since $33 has to be spert per

student per year on CAI and about $110 has to be spent on

teacher's salary per student ,we can see that either

tree salary or the number of te&chers in the school

has to be reduced by about 1/3, if CAI is to be

introduced. It is surely impossible, form both educational

and political points of view.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter we have discussed the cost

structure and components of a CAI system. Based on this

J8
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framework, the cost of a CAI system in a Mexican high

school was calculated. Its cost -- effectiveness and

feasibility were then computed. It was found out that in

this hypothetical case the use of the microcomputer in

education could not reduce educational costs since it was not

cost-effective and was not feasible for the educational

system .
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CHAPTER 7

THE APPROPRIATENESS OF CAI IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

7.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapter the cost effectiveness of

CAI in a developing country was estimated. Although it was

only a hypothetical case, it gave us some idea of how

expensive CAI in a developing country could be. Unless

there is drastic reduction in the cost of computer hardware

and software , which is quite possible because of the

competition among computer manufacturers and the rapid

expansion, of market into the developing regions, CAI won't

be extensively employed in the Third World. In this chapter

the writer wants to argue that even if CAI is used in

future in the developing nations, due to economic or

political reasons, it may not be appropriate or effective

and it may create more problems than it can solve. We would

like to discuss these problems one by one.

7.2 Economic Considerations

CAI may not be appropriate to the Third World

because one should be aware that as a new technology,

particularly when it is considered as a product (i.e. a

particular item or set of equipment) instead of a

process (i.e. the systematic approach to learning

(Harptr,1979)), it is developed in the developed countries
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an3 is then transferred to the devloping countries. Like

the transfer of technology in general , as discussed by many

economists (e.g. Lall & Streeten,1977; Moxon,1979) , the

problem of appropriateness arises. The reasons that

"technology is not a neutral entity, but reflects the

culture, the conditions and aspin=ltions for which it is

conceived and for which it is intended. It is not just a

mode of production, but embodies and reflects the economic,

social, political, cultural and cognitive modes of society

in which it is pro3uce3." (Ventura,1981,p.60)

The inappropriateness of the transfer of technology

from the developed to the developing nations can be expla-

inA by the difference of economic conditions exper-

ienced in the two regions. When we talk about economic

conditions, we mean that the factors endowment i.e., the

availability of labour and capital that countries have are

different. Although the factors of production (i.e. lab-

our, capital ,land ) can be changed theoretically to suit

different economic conditions, in reality, only econom-

ically efficient production methods will be employed in

production. What is economically efficient depends on the

ruling factor prices in which the production method is being

developed. As the real wages of labour in the developed

countries are becoming higher and higher, the factor price

of capital becomes relatively cheaper. Thus the products

and the process of production tend to be capital intensive,

with higher rates of capital expenditure per man. It is
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also labour saving, with lower rates oE labour per unit oE

output. In this way the cost oE production is minimised.

Put in the developing countries the economic condition is

just the opposite, where the supply of labour is abundant and

capital is scarce. When capital intensive products and

production methods are transferred to the

developing countries, the use of resources is ineEEicient

and the production cost is therefore ilL,ner (Lai,1981).

Although the preceding discussion refers mainly to

i.niustries, it is also televant to a great ex_ent to edu-

cation. The huge difference in capital resources between

the developed and developing countries can be seen Erom

Table 18. From this table we can see that the public ex-

penditure on education per inhabitant in the developed

countries was nearly 30 times more than the developing

countries in 1978. It is no wonder why capital intensive

technologies can be used in the developed nations. Computer

(and CAI) is a very capital intensive technology which can

be economically advantageous to the educational system in

developed regions simply because the salaries of the teach-

ers there are very high. As seen from Table 19, which

compares the salaries of high school teachers in selected

developing and developed countries in 1978, the salaries of

teachers in the latter were very much high than the former.

In terms of expenditure on teacher's salary per student, the

levelopei countries also were much higher than the

developing countris. For example, W. Germany was about 22

1(12
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Table 18: Public Expenditure on Education

Per Inhabitant in Selected Regions,1978

Region Spending (in U.S.$)

Developed Countries(Total) 366

North America 622

Developing Countries(Total) 26

Africa (excluding Arab States) 21

Asia (excluding Arab States) 52

Latin America 60

Source: UNESCO Yearbook,1981
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Table 1); Average Salary of High School

Teachers and Expenditure on Te.cher per Student

in Selected Countries,1978 (in U.S.$)

Average Expenditure

Average Salary on Teacher per Student

Developed Countris

France

Japan

W. Germany (1977)

16,918

16,235

36,094

1,220

960

2,427

Developing Countries

Mexico 1,876 110

Botswana 4,735 281

Venezuela (1975) 4,998 298

Source: Computed from UNESCO Yearbook,1981.
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times as much as Mexico. With such a high labour

cost, it is iei.y important that their time be properly

utilised and the use of capital 'ntensive technology would

be relatively cheaper.

In the developing countries, however, because the

salaries of teachers are not as high as developed countries,

and because of the lack of capital (and foreign exchange,,

capital-intensive technology should not be employed

there. With limited funds in the educational sector, the

question is where they should be channelled. In my view,

in view of the present economic conditions of the Third

World, funds should be used in the most effective way so

that most children can be properly educated. It seems to me

that the emphasis now should be placed more on the quantity

instead of quality of education. Thus, other educational

technologies such as ETV and radio, which are more effective

in mass education, rather than individualised instruction

may be promoted. Indeed, various successful cases have been

documented, as mentioned before.

7.3 Cultural Considerations

The new educational technology may not be

appropriate in the Third World (in the sense that it is less

effective) also because of the ,'ifference in culture. As

suggested by Pena (1933), an educator in Latin America, one

of the reasons why education technologies which tried to

penetrate in Latin America have failed has been the

technologist's lack of awareness of the impact of technology
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on any culture. It i' argued that any new educational

technology cannot be successfully implemented if its de-
,

velopment is not a response to the indigenous people's own

problem, but rather as the result of the expansion movement

of other people. As for CAI, it basically emphasizes

individualised learning. Also , no matter what CAI mode is

used, it is mainly visually-based. However, even up to

now, teacher is still the centre of the teaching-learning

process in the Third World (Gallgos,1982). Students usually

lack the cultural background and motivation for learning

without an instructor under an open time frame. Also, the

primary mode of transmitt.,,g knowledge in these countries

has historcially been an oral one. Even the textbook is

considered t() be secondary (or, students simply can't afford

to have textbooks) . Thus, the transmission of knowledge by

any other means, like CAI, may be considered as a lesser or

limited worth in some societies (Gallegos,1982;. With the

cultural difference in mind, CAI which is effective in the

developed countries may be less effective in the Third

World. Even if CAI is to be used in the Third World, it

may have to be modified and designed to solve The Third

World problems. It has to act within the social and

cultural environment of The Third World and its economic

possibilities (Pena,1983) .

7.4 Educational Inequality

So far when we talked about the transfer of CAI to

the Third World, we referred only to its oenefits or limit-
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ations to the whole country, without discussing the questinn

of who will really benefit Eron this transCer. We should

note that when CAI is transferred to the Third World, not

every school board will bo able to purchase it. Instead,

only the richer schools, which are usually located in the

larger cities will be able to afford to buy these computer

hardware and software. The disparity of resources betwee-1

urban and rural areas in the Third World is documented. For

example, according to one study (Cummings & Lemke,1973), the

most urbanised states in South Brazil containing 36% of the

population spent 59% of the educational budget and the major

state of the region, Sa3 Paulo, had an educational per

capita expenditure 7 times as great as the states of the

Northeast, which contained 22% of the population. The urban

schools can set up a CAI system because they probably have

the expertise, mainly due to the higher qualifications of

their teachers, or they are located near to the

universities. But the students who live in rural seas,

are the last ones to benefited from this technology.

In this way the rural-urban disparity in educational

quality will further be enlarged. However, even

if rural kids do receive CAI and improve their achievement,

they have no graater opportunity for employment than before.

The reason is that the employment opportunity in the rural

areas is simply limited. By using CAI, the education system

may be internally rnore efficient in teaching, say, e.g.

Mathematics. But externally it is not sucessful at all

1o7
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(McAnany,1978) , Thus, with the transfer of computer

technology to the educational sector in the Third World,

there might be some marginal and isolated changes while the

basic educational structure will not be changed at all.

7.5 Summary

In this chapter the appropriateness of using CAI in

the Third World was 7iscussed and evaluated. It was argued

that the new educational technology might not be appropriate

for tne developing countries due to economic and cultural

reasons. It might also increase the disparity in

educational opportunities between urban and rural areas.

Unless the cost of CAI is further reduced so that it is less

costly (economic consideration) and equally effective

(cultural consideration), compared to traditional

instruction , Lnen its application in secondary education in

the Third World should not be encouraged.

los
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CHAPTER 8

SUMMARY,CONCLUSIONS AND RE::OMMENDATIONS

9.1 Summary

The purpose of this project has been to examine

whether the use of C' is cost-effective in tcie developing

countries. If it is indeed cost-effective, relative to the

traditional method of instruction, then it may help to

reduce educational costs whicli is one of the factors

hindering the expansion of ew:olment in primary and

secondary education.

Iri order to examine the cost-effectiveness of CAI

in education in the Third World, we have first of all to

examine whether CAI as a method of instruction is effective

01 not. Trom the review of literature we found that tha

use of CAI was effective in the developed countries where

students receiving CAI had a higher achievement nd could

reduce the time for learning. With regard to coots, the

result was not conclusi,:e beca,Ise these studies were very

situation-specific. In some cases the CAI were lass

expensive while in others they were not.

Due to the lack of field research findings of the

application of computers in education in the Third World,

questionnaires were sent to major computer manufacturers in

the U.S.A. to solicit information of their sales of
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computer hardware and software to the Third World. A hyp-

othetical case was usal to calculate the cost of setting up

iticrocomputer-based CAI system in a Mexican high

school. Cost of the computer hardware was based on 1983

prices found in the U.S. domestic market while the cost of

courseware was based on the salaries of the Mexican high

school teachers in 1978. The cost of the CAI system per

student per period was then compared with the cost of

traditional method of instruction. The total annual CAI

cost per student was then compared with the government

annual spendin- per student, so as to evaluate its cost

feasibility. The limitations of the study was also dis-

cussed.

Besides examining the cost-effectiveness of

a CAI system in the Third World, this project also 3iscussed

' 4e appropriateness of using this technology in these

countries, since the socio-economic situations between

developed and developing countries are so different. The

economic and cultural factors were taken into consideration

whilc. whether CAI would have adverse effect on educational

opportunity and quality of education in the rural areai; was

also discussed.

8.2 Conclusions

From this study the follo,ring conclusions can be

drawn:

(1) The cost of a CAI system, using microcomputer

as the delivery device is the least expensive of the three
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possible systems since the computer hardware is thc lea3t

expensive and other costs,e.g. telecommunication, costs ana

the cost of other peripheral facilities are not included.

(2) The cost of a CAI system in a developing coun-

try may be more expensive than a similar system in the

developed country due to the cost in the development of t,?

courseware. In the developed countries, ich courseware is

commercially available. But in the Third World, due to the

difference in culture and language, local courseware will

have to be developed.

(3) The CAI system may not be coot-effective in the

Third World if it is taken as a mainline instruction. In

our hypothetical case, the CAI cost per student per period

was U.S. $ 0.46, while the cost for traditional method of

instruction was only U.S. $0.10 per student per period.

(4) Taking the reduction of learning time into

cons:deration, which may not be capitalised by the system

since even with the shortened instructional time, the

educational system may not be able to translate that into a

decreased time in schooling for students in a manner which

will offset the added -ost of CAI, the CAI was still 2.5

times more expensive than the traditional method of instruction.

(5) Taken as an adjunct instruction, the CAI would

become an add-on cost. With a government spending (capital

expenditure) of only U.S. $11.12 per student in Mexico in

1978, which may not be substantially increased even in 1983,

a total annual CAI cost of U.S.$33 per student appeared to
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be too expensive for i developing country. This CAI cost

would not be too heavy for the governments of the evelooel

countries to bear since their spending per student is much

,eater. This CAI cost is currently not feasible for the

2eveloping countries.

(5) The CAI as a technology may not be appropriate

for the developing countries. In the economic sense computer

is a capital-intensive technology developed in countries

which are abundant in the supply of capital, The

developing countries, on the contrary, are capital

scarce while labour abundant. In the developed countries,

t-h salaries of teachers are much higher than the developing

countries (e.g. the salary of a high school teacher in

West Germany was 22 times more than a Mexican teacher in 3978)

which may justify the use of computers in scondary schools.

Even if funds are available, they should be channelled to

those technologies which are less capital-intensive.

(7) Due to the difference of cultures, CAI may be

less effective in the Third World because students are not

used to individualised and visual learn'ng.

(8) CAI may increase the disparity of educational

opportunities and quality between urban and rural areas

since only those rich shcool districts are able to purchase

computers overseas. Even if rural schools have a chance to

use CAI, and therefore improve the quality of education

there, students may not have a Bette' chance for social

mobility sinc2 better jobs are only available in the cities.

112
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Better educated students in rural areas nay then migrate to

the cities, thus aggravating the problem of rural-urban

migration.

(9) Finally, CAI may not be the best method to

improve the quantity of education in the Third World even if

it may reduce educational costs because its emphasis is

on individualisation. Instead, technolc-lies which focus on

mass education, like radio or TV may be better methods, in

view of the urgent need for the elimination of illiteracy in

the developing countries.

3.3 Recommendations

After conducting the study, the following

recommendations are made:

(1) There is an urgent need for educators to

con'iuct more empirical field studies in the developing

countries on the applications of computer in education in

general, and the application of CAI in particular so that

more information can be available to policy makers as regard

to whether CAI should be used.

(2) A framework for the calculation of cost of the

CAI system in the Third World ccntext should be worked out

so that the cost-effectiveness of CAI can be measure:

(3) The appropriateness of CAI in the developing

countries also deserves more attention. It may be more

important than simply considering the costs.

(4) The impact of CAI on the culture of the Third

World societies should be examined since even if CAI can

113
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solve sone of the educational problems, it may create more

problems in other areas.

(5) Finally, the computer should not be considered

as the panacea of all educational problems in the Third

World. What we have discussed shows that at best it can

only alleviate a few educational problems. The complex and

intertwining educational problems in the Third World may

only be understood from a socio-economic perspective and

solutions to these problems may only be found there.
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REFERENCE NOTES

1. The countries surveyed were: Kenya, Nigeria, Senegal,

Tanzania, Uganda, Malawi and Ghana In Uganda, no

informatics education and training facilities were available

while facilities i,1 Nigeria, Ghana and Kenya were far more

better than the other countries.

2. However, the reader has to be reminded that computer

manufacturers accounted for the larger share of education at

the operation, programming and system design and analysis

levels in Latin America (see Barquin,1975).

3. The annualised cost of construction was U.S. $8,524

while the total cost was U.S. $100,000.

4. The average salary of a high school teacher was obtained

by dividing the total teachers' emoluments by the total

number of teachers in the second level of education, which

actually included teachers who were teaching in the

teachers' training college. The salary was then changed to

U.S. dollars by multiplying the exchange rate, which was

0.04392 (1 peso to 0.04392 dollar).

5. The depreciation rate of a microcomputer was obtained by

personal communication with the instructor of the computing

room of the Faculty of Education,Queen's University.
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APPENDIX A

Cow,ring Letter

FACULTY OF EDUCATION

DUNCAN McARTHUR HALL

Dear Sir,

L.I.cen s L m c!stt\
kIn4,-,ton Canada

1.71 ;N.,

May 3,1983.

Re: Request for Information on Computer Application
in Education in Developing Countries

I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education ofQueen's University and am now doing research on the cost-effectiveness
of using computers in education (computer-assisted and managed
Instructions) in developing countries.

I would be most grateful if you could provide me general
information on the sales of computer hardware and software (large,mini or micrl-computers) of your esteemed company to developing
countries for educational purposes during the past few years.

Enclosed please find L. questionnaire and it would be greatlyappreciated if you could complete and return it to me at your earlies:
convenience. The data obtained will only be used for research purposes
and you- help will be duly acknowledged.

Thanks for your kind attention and I am looking forward
to hearing from you soon.

Yours faithfully,

( Kwok-Wing Lai )
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APPENDIX B

Questionnaire on the Sales of Computers to
Developing Countries for Educational Purposes

Name of the firm:

116

Date: May 19, 1q83

Please complete Part I first. Return the completed questionnaire not later
than June 10,_ 1983 to Mr.Kwole-Wing Lai, Rm. A031, Duncan McArthur Hall,

Faculty of Education, Queon's University,Kingston, Ontario, Canada K7L 3N6.
Thank you for your co-operation.

part I

1. Have you ever sold Rny computer hardware to any developing countries?

/ NO

If your answer is YES, please answer questions in Part II.

2. Have you ever sold any computer software to any develo ng countries ?
/ NO

If your answer is YES, please answer questions in Part III.

x. Even if your answer for bot..1 questions are au, it is important co 1,*
research that this questionnaire be returned to me. *

Part II : Computer Hardware

Large Computing Mini- Micro-
System Computer Computer,

i. Quantity of computer hardware
sold to developing countries
for educational purposes (up to '83)? Apnrox. 60

2. Price range? (in U.S.$) $200k-$400k

3. Is maintenance provided? (YES/NO) yes

Approx. $40k
4. At what price? per location

129
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Large Computing Mini- Micro-
Symtom EaSEILLar Computer

5. Is training provided? (YES/NO) yes

Approx. $lOOk
6. Cost of trainin g. per site

7. Is software provided? (YES/NON yes

8. List, in decreasing order, the
institutions in the' educational
sector which have the highest
demand of computer hardware.
(e.g. ministry of education,
university, high schools, etc.)

9. List, in decreasing order, the
three developing countries which
have the highest demand of
computer hardware for educational
purposes. (up to 1983)

Part III: Computer Software

1. Quantity of educational software
packages sold to developing
countries.

1. 1. 1.

2.

3.

Arred Forces

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

2. Industryr.

3.

Vocational

Schools

Kindom of Saudi Arabia

United Arab Emirates

Indoneci.a

Large Computing Mini- Micro -
System Computer Computer

Approx. 6C

2. Price range (in U.S. $ ) SS0k-S7Sk

3. Quantity of software packages
leased to developing countries. NOT APPLICABLE

4. Price range of monthly lease.

5. Is training provided? (YES/NO)

6. Cost of training.

7. Is maintenance provided? (YES/NO)

8. At what price?

130

yes

$100k per
site

no

NOT APPLICABLE



Lint, the mnlor problem/4 encountered 'n nelling computer hnrdwnre

end /or software to developing countries.

I. Lack of Techni'al Ability

2. Language

3. Fighting against nreconceired ideac,

other comments/details

In interperting this questionnaire it is important that you
know that (our company) customers
are typically the various branches of the Armed Forces whose personnel
need maintenance training. To satisfy this requirement, Educational
Computer Corporation markets a standard system, consisting of a
microprocessor based computer system, and a random access projection
system. This general configuration is then customized by developing
a uniaue simulation which is used for teaching the various subsystems
of an aircraft, a tank, etc.

Using this training device, trainees can be taught logical/safe
electrical, electronic, hydraulic, etc., troubleshooting procedures

in a classroom environment. This nreserves the actual equipment, e.q,

a tank or an aircraft for full operational use, plus reduces on the
job training (OJT) time.

We are enclosing some brochures that may give you some insight
into our product line and at the same time assist you in your research.

ROOD LUCK!

Thank you!

END *

II
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Tiestionnaire on the Sales of Computers to
beveloplog CouuLries 101. ducalioual Purposes

Name of the firm:
Date

119

Please complete Part I first. Return the completed questionnaire not later
than June 10, 1983 to Mr.Kwok-Wing Lai, Rm. A031, Duncan McArthur Hall,
Faculty of Education. Queen's University,Kingston, Ontario, Canada K7L 3N6.
Thank vou for your co-operation.

Parc

I. Have you ever sold any computer hardware to any deve g countries?
NO

If your answer is YES, please answer questions in Part II.

2. Have you ever sold any computer software to any aevelo

If your answer is YES, please answer questions in Part III.

countries ?
NO

* Even if your answer for both questions are NO, it is importaut Lo any
research that this .uestionnaire be returned to me. ,r

Part II Computer Hardware

Large Computing Mini- Micro-
System Computer Computer

1. QuantiLy of computer hareviaLe
sold to developing countries
for educational purposes (up to '83)? 4 /0 Awl cm tic.

2. Price range? (in U.S.$)

3. Is maintenance provided? (YES/NC)

4. At what price?

132
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5. Is training provided? (YES/NO)

6. Cost of training.

Laige CompullnK Mini- Micro-
qvgrem Computer Computer

00

7. Is software provided? (YES/NO) ,-?-_-_

8. List, in decreasing order, the
institutions in the educational
sector which have the highest
demand of computer hardware.

1. 1. 1. ue..
2. 2. 2. ontt...-,:.--$

',e.. mint-try of ech:ation,
university, high schools, etc.)

3. 3. 3. Ooc sc.-woo,...)

9. List, in decreasing order, the
three developing countries which
have the highest demand '

1. COk.-vm4tek

2. ANK70.0.,.ap,
computer hardware for edi tional
purp-ses. (up to 1983) imlo.AiLA

Part III: Computer Software

Large Computing Mini- Micro-
System Computer Computer

1. Quantity of educational software
packages sold to developing
countries. .42....,,Luso

2. Price range (in U.S. $ ) (:; 80D

3. Quantity of software packages
ieased co developing countries.

4. Price range of monthly lease.

5. Is training provided? (YES/NO)

6. Cost of training.

7. Is maintenance provide-3? (YES/NO)

8. At what price?

133
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Lint, the major prohlemn encouniered In selling computor hnrdwnre

and/ or software to ?..1.veloping countries.

1.

2.

3.

pe_ OF

I M c'DCZ--"T

c-Qt?..ft.v-zN)c, ki)

' LA> COIA.4 Po-rL=Yz_

Other comments/details:

1-,E) //34..'v tocAL EFF;;(2.TS

A.A.A,Lt.211,

'?1 7"-A A-cC

CiA.Ct-& sr.". c-0 U24tkA.2 VOA' w34...,4-

CAmCluls, \AAa,RAA O. CAL*

kNA real. vAgt, AcAJZA. ^A-.tAbk%

aatvloin &4D...6" 46..4U*.

.J %wa

Thank you!

END
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Questionnaire on the Sales of Computers to
Developing Countries for Educational Purposes

Name of the firm:
Date: TUNE /9 g3

Please complete Part I first. Return the completed questionnaire not later
than June 10, 1983 to Mr.Kwok4ing Lai, Rm. A031, Duncan McArthur Hall,
Faculty of Education. Queen's University,Kingston, Ontario, Canada K7L 3N6.
Thank you for your co-operation.

Part I

1 Hate you e-er cold any compatcr hardware to any devel

If your answer is YES, please answer questions in Part II.

2. Have you ever sold any computer software to any develo g

If your answer is YES, please .answer questions in Part III.

countries?
NO

countries ?
NO

Even if your answer for both questions are NO, it is important to my
research that this questionnaire be returned to me. *

Part II Computer Hardware

1. Quantity of computer hardware
sold to developing countries
for educational purposea (up to 'V)?

2. Price range? (in U.S.$)

3. Is maintenance provided? (YES/NO)

4. Az what price?

Large Computing Mini- Micro-
System Computer Computer

135
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. Is training provided? (YES/NO)

6. Cost of training.

7. Is software provided? (YES/NO)

8. List, in decreasing order, the
institutions in the'educational
sector which have the highest
demand of computer hardware.
(e.g. ministry of eet_ation,
university, high schools, etc.)

9. List, in decreasing order, the
three developing countries which
have the highe,t demand of
computer hardware for educational
purposes. (up to 1983)

Part III: Computer Software

.ice- pui0:4ylika%

1. Quantity of educational software
packages sold to developing
countries.

2. Price range (in U.S. $ )

3. Quantity of software packages
leased to developing countries.

4. Price range monthly lerse.

5. Is training provided? (YES/NO)

6. Cost of training.

7. Is maintenance provided? (YES/NO)

8. Ar what price?

Large Computing Mini- Micro-
Syntem GmEutffr Computer

ait44439e°1-e'1441-

1. fileti`"" 1. SO4-1- i

2. /.4% f.41 2. 2.

123

3. S

1. GI

J.

2. ZiAftlfatW4-

3. Ti.

3.

Large Computing Mini-
System

136

Micro-
Computer Computer,



Lin, the mnlor prnhli'mn encountered in felling computer hnrdware

and/or software to developing countries.

1.

2.

3.

Other comm?nts/details.

(1,et& I'VE Q.de entrizi ake rr,,,..pie,

coilv24A a4ti. Jitt 41t;4Gtee
a.Clot

deld ft-7- 04A"A*1Azh4,0,4
ah4 , 4417,

(ii It;,%P 1 af~a ntryLL 6611A424AA49) Furtt444.ee .

CotuloiR 1 ainnootoi Mtic444.4 aiti Mia-d+2

ailln4L.ee- t) atia-4.4k ciul_ tibtli eVUL

611"11/1441 44 FelrL4" ;1 PAtAce, &-t co)o-e 1 ipae--

X4 604- AtwetA;t4 ..treLit ezq)Nizi (fahuvAi -6-eL

AdtAkri?\ aitt lataP )41/74

Thank you!

END *
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Appendix C: List of Computer Manufacturers

1. A P F Electronics Inc.

2. Apple Computer Inc.

3. Atari,Inc.

4. Bell & Howell Co.

5. Burroughs Corporation

6. Commodore Busi".ess Machines Inc.

7. Computer Automation Corporation

8. Control Data Corporation

9. Datapoint Corporation

10. Digital Equipment Corporation

11. Education Computer Corportion

12. Health/Zenith Corporation

13. Hewlett-Packard Corporation

14. Honeywell Inc.

15. International Business Machines Inc.

16. Natiocial Semicondutor Corporation

17. N C R Corporation

18. Olivetti Corporation of America

19. Radio Shack Inc.

20. Sinclair Research Limited

21. Sperry Univac Corporation

22. Texas Instruments Inc.

23. Wang Laboratories Inc.

24. Xerox Corporations
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APPENDIX D

Categorisation 21 selected developing countries
by Cam. u level

InitiAl
Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Botswana, Burma, Burundi,Cambc'ia, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Dahomey, Ethiopia,Haiti, Laos, Lesotho, Liberia, Malawi, Mali, Nepal, Niger,Rwanda, Senegal, Somalia, Southern Yemen, Yogo, Tonga, Uganda,Upper Volta, Weatern Samca, Yemen

Initial tg Basic
Albania, Algeria, Bahamas, Barbados, BolI0a, Congo, Cyprus,Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador,Fiji, Gabod, Gambia, Ghana, Guatemala, Guinea, Guyana, Honduras,Indonesia, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya, Libya,Malagasy, Mauritania, Morocco, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Pakistan,Paraguay, Saudi Arabia, Sierra Leone, Sri Lanka, Sudan,S.- 'land, Syria, Tanzania, Thailand, Trinidad, Tunisia, Zaire,Zambia

Basic
Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Iran, Lebanon, Malaysia, Panama, Peru,Philippines, Republic of Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, Turkey,Uruguay

Basic tg Operational
Bulgaria, Greece, Hong Kong, Hungary, Puerto Rico, Rumania,Venezuela

Operational
Argentina, India, Mexico

Operational to Advanced
Brazil, Israel

Source : "Model for progress in developing nations"2atamation vol.5, no.3, September 1976International Supplement, p190-A 190-HR.C. Barquin, T. Nishimura, K.A. Whitney, [ 6]
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Levels of computer activity

LEVEL
CKAFAcIERISTICS

Initial
There are no operational computers in the country. A fewnationals have had contact with computing- The only localsources of information are computer salesmen.

Easic
There is some underste.iding of computers in government (andprivate) decision centres. A few ccmputer installations are tobe found. There are some nationals involved in computeroperations. There is some education and training in computertechnology in the ccuntry. Computers are used to basicgovernment operations.

Cnerational
There is extensive ulderstandin3 of computers in government (andprivate) decision centre: Among the numerous computerinstallations there ace some very large machines. There arecentres for ed'icaticr and training in computer technology andsome are of excellent quality. They offer degreee programmes inccmputer or information science. There is design and productioncf software and :,.,Eue man acture of hardware. Computers areaffecting many discinlizes, particularly science, engineering andmedicine.

Advanced
Most government ard administrative work is carried out bycomputers. There are well established processional activitiesand national meetings ,7.11 computers. There is a complete range ofquality education and training programmes. The number ofcomputers, of all sizes, is increasing rapidly. Time- sharing,teleprocessing and remote job entry are comm:r. There is deignand production of both hardware and software. lany technologieshave been changed or are in the course of being changed. Newapplications of computers are found regularly. The--e is strongparticipation in and ccntribetion to international activities.

Source : The Application of computer Technology for Development
UN, Department of Economic and Social Affairs,
New York, 1971, [1)
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